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PREFACE

This is Volume I of two volumes that report on the study of
the emergency evacuation of transport airplanes that was
spoisored by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA). The
study included the Public Technical Confe- 'nce held by toe FAA in
September 1985 and the public meetings of the three technical
wording groups that were formed during the conference as part of
a task force effort to coordinate the program. The working
gro-ps are: Design and Certification, Training and Operations,
and Maintenance and Reliability.

The task force program focused on the reassessment of
exis3ting Federal Aviation Regulations pertaining to emergency
evacuation of air carrier airplanes. The program was of special
significance because it was the first such public forum held by
the FAA exclusively on emergency evacuation during the recent
years of certification and operational experience of the new
generation of wide body and narrow body transports. Participants
were of exceptional expertise and integrity, and expressed a wide
range of views on important emergency evacuation issues.

The task force examined emergency evacuation concepts,
problems, and experiences, some of which had not been previously
aired in a public forum. These two volumes are the record of the
study that will have an impact on the regulations and practices
pertaining to emergency evacuation for some time.

Volume I, Summary Report, summarizes the issues considered
during the program and the outcome of those issues. Volume II,
Supporting Documentation, is a compilation of a report
summarizing the Public Technical Conference and records of the
working group meetings, formal presentation papers, and other
documents on which the summary report is based.
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I. EVENTS LEADING TO THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE TASK FORCE

The Emergency Evacuation Task Force was established in
September 1985 at the request of the Administrator of the Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA). It had as an immediate ebjective
the pursuit of issues that had been raised by the public and the
reassessment of regulations pertaining to the emergency
evacuation of transport airplanes.

While not related, this task force followed closely a series
of publicized changes in the Federal Aviation Regulations that
the FAA had adopted earlier in the year to improve passenger
safety in the air carrier fleet. These changes focused on
protection of passengers against inflight and post-crash fires.
Emergency evacuation, i.e., the rapid escape of passengers from
the airplane, was not a primary focus of the regulation changes,
although Amendment 121-183, Floor Proximity Emergency Escape Path
Marking, did enhance escape capability under certain conditions
involving dense smoke in the cabin.

While these regulatory changes were being introduced,
questions were being raised by a number of parties in the general
public concerning the adequacy of regulations pertaining
specifically to emergency evacuation. Air carrier crewmembers
who were experienced in matters of passenger safety and who had
special insight into the problems of aircraft emergency
evacuation expressed particular concern. They contended that
some of the existing regulations on emergency evacuation are
inadequate. They submitted to the FAA design analyses, accident
data, and other information to substantiate their contentions.

These public concerns over emergency evacuation arose in
conjunction with the approval by the FAA of the deactivation of a
pair of emergency exits in a principal model in the air carrier
fleet. The exit deactivation increased the distance between the
remaining operable exits. Public objections to this approval
were publicized widely.

On June 24-26, 1985, the Subcommittee on Investigations and

Oversight, Committee on Public Works and Transportation, House of
Representatives, conducted hearings on aviation safety. The
greater portion of the hearings was devoted to air traffic
control. Considerable testimony was heard on air carrier
passenger safety, emergency evacuation, and the approval by the
FAA of the deactivation of the exits.

Testimony was heard from safety experts includinq
representatives of air carrier crew organizations and line
crewmembers having firsthand knowledge of passenger safety at the
working level. Several flight attendants who gave testimony had
been involved in recent air carrier accidents and performed
evacuation duties under conditiojis of actual emergencies. The



testimony of these experts afforded a critical in.;ight into
survival and escape in actual post-crash situations and the role
of aircraft design and reliability and crcw training and
procedures. The witnesses questioned the safety of the exit
deactivation and challenged the efficacy of certain existing
rules and practices to assure survival in actual emergency
situations. They addressed the regulations pertaining to the
distribution and spacing of required emergency exits in the
airplane cabin and the procedures for conc icting full-scale
emergency evacuation demonstrations, particularly the relevancy
of these procedures to actual emergency conditions. Testimony
was heard that challenged the adequacy of emcrgency training
given flight attendants.

In testimony before the Subcommittee on June 26, 1985, the
Administrator of the FAA recognized the importance of the issues
raised by the witnesses and made the commitment to review in
detail all of the issues raised and to reexamine in light of
these issues the approval that the FAA had granted for the
deactivation of the emergency exits.

The review of the issues and the approval was completed soon
after the hearings. The review found that the deactivation of
the exits complies fully with the applicable regulations and

". involved no exemptions, waivers, or other special considerations.
*" The aircraft manufacturer was entitled to, and properly was

granted, the approval.

The Administrator recognized that the issues did raise valid
challenges to existing regulations and announced his commitment
to have a rigorous reassessment conducted of the regulations and
to have these issues, as well as any other issues that might be
raised, considered in a public forum. The notice inviting open
participation in the Public Technical Conference on Emergency
Evacuation of Transport Airplanes was published by the FAA in the
Federal Register on August 8, 1985. The conference was the first
meeting of a series of public meetings to be held to discuss this
subject.

The notice published in the Federal Register announcing the

Public Technical Conference explained that the purpose of the

*. conference was to enable the FAA to solicit and review
information from the public on a variety of topics related to

. emergency evacuation. Subjects to be considered included the
design standards for and certification of transport airplanes, as
well as airplane operation and maintenance in service, including:
(1) emergency exits, their number, size, distribution, and
marking; (2) escape slides, their design standards,
certifica on, testing, maintenance, and reliability; and (3)
conduct ot evacuation tests, when they should be required, how
they should be conducted, and their validity as a reflection of
actual accident scenarios. A detailed list of subtopics under
those subjects was included. Parties were invited to express
views on existinq regulations and their application, and to make
recommendations for either regulatory or non-regulatory changes.

2



The notice explained that recommenaations should include
technical justification, service history, and supporting data
expressing costs and benefits.

The notice invited interested parties to make presentations
during the conference or sunmit matrial for the reco i. Persons
intending to make presentations were requested to provide the FAA
a time estimate and an abstract of their presentation 1 n advance.

The notice explained that all sessions would be recorded by
a court reporter and that anyone interested in purchasing the
transcript should contact the court reporter directly.

Public response to the conference announcement was good.
The conference was held September 3-6, 1985, in Seattle,
Washington with approximately 250 participants from many nations.
These participants included experts in aircraft design,
manufacture, operations and maintenance, passenger safety, and
aircraft emergency evacuation. They represented the full range
of viewpoints of the aviation community, including aircraft
manufacturers, operators, equipment manufacturers, air carrier

crews, maintenance personnel, international aviation authorities,
accident investigators, aviation writers, and consumer advocates.
The attendance list is contained in the Appendix.

The conference was co-chaired by three FAA division
managers: Leroy Keith - Aircraft Certification Division, Ray
Ramakis - Aircraft Maintenance Division, and Dave Harrington -
Air Transport Division. A technical panel was composed of five
FAA specialists: Fred Jenkins - Aircraft Certification, Joe
Starkel - Aircraft Certification, Rick Cremer - Air Carrier
Operations, Sheldon King - Air Carrier Maintenance, and Henri
Branting - Aircraft Certification. The introduction and the
discussion of conference procedures were given by Leroy Keith.
Mr. Keith was the manager of the FAA coordinating office for the
conference. The opening address was given by Charles Foster,
Director, FAA Northwest Mountain Region.

The conference followed the published agenda that was
developed from the public requests for presentations made in
response to the conference announcement. There were formal
presentations on a range of subjects. A list of presentations is
included in the next section of this report, "Issues of the
Public Technical Conference." The conference proceeded with the
presentations by participanLs, with each presentation followed by
a period of questioning from the FAA technical panel and then by
open discussion and questioning of the presentation from the
conference floor. All speakers were recognized and were given
the floor by the Chairman.

All of the presentations were well prepared and orew
extensive comments and questioning from the FAA technical panel
and the conference floor. Important and thought provoking safety
issue- were brought beforn the conference. These are discussed
in the next section, "Issues of the Public Technical Conference."

3
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A number of presentations contained only a limited amount nf
substantiating data, and midway through the conference, it became
apparent that an extended effort would be necessary to permit
proper consideration and resolution of the issues that were being
raised by the participants. As a result, the Administrator
requested that the Emergency Evacuation Task Force be formed to
pursue the issues, reassess the existing regulations on emergency
evacuation, and prepare a public report of the findings and
recommendations of the task force. The task force entailed the
formation of three technical working groups to continue the
consideration of the issues at later dates. An open invitation
was extended for conference participants to join any one or more
of the working groups. The working groups were: Design and
Certification; Training and Operations; and Maintenance and
Reliability. The FAA personnel charged with managing the task
force were:

Task Force Chairman: William R. Hendricks, Deputy
Associ-te Administrator for Aviation Standards

Group Proqram Coordinator: Henri P. Brantinq,
Aerospace Engineer, Office of Airworthiness

.'A Chairman, Design and Certification Working Group: Don
E. Gonder, Certification Program and Special Projects
Officer, Transport Airplane Certification Directorate

Chairman, Training and Operations Working Group: Rick
L. Cremer, Acting Manager, Air Carrier Branch, Office
of Flight Standards

Chairman, Maintenance and Reliability Working Group:
Fred W. Crenshaw, Manager, Air Transportation Branch,
Office of Flight Standards

The meetings of the Design and Certification Working Group

were held in November 1985 and February 1986. The meetings of
the T-ainin- and Operations Working Group and the Maintenance and
Reliability Working Group were held in December 1985. The
meetings were conducted in an informal roundtable manner that
allowed participants to express their views candidly and present
arguments and information to support their views. In general,
though, the technical information necessary to support their
views was not presented.

With few exceptions, all of the issues brought out in the
hearings of the House Subcommittee on Investigations and
Oversight and in the Public Technical Conference were examined in
detail in the meetings of the evacuation working groups. Those
few issues that were not examined by the workinq qroups generally
were issues other than strictly emergency evacuation, such as
issues of toxic gas emission by cabin materials and public
participation in the aircraft certification process. These are
discussed in the section "Issues of the Public Technical
Conference."
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Records of the working group meetings and an abstract of the
transcript of the Public Technical Conference are contained in
Volume II.
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II. ISSUES OF THE PUBLIC TECHNICAL CONFERENCE

A. OVERVIEW

The issues raised in the Public Technical Conf rence

centered around the formal presentations mau, by participants.
These presentations served to promote periods of questioning and

open discussion on the subject matter of the presentations.
Except as discussed below, subject matter of the presentations
and the issues fall into three general categories: Design and

Certification; Training and Operations; and Maintenance and

Reliability. These categories correspond to the three working
groups formed during the conference as part of the Emergency

Evacuation Task Force. A list of the presentations, not in

chronological order, given during the conference is outlined

below. Copies of those presentations submitted to the FAA are

contained in Volume If.

General Presentations

General Concerns and Overviews:

Hans Anatol Krakauer, International Airline Passengers

Association
Captain Martin Vanstone, International Federation of

V Air Line Pilots Association
Melvin Volz, United Airlines
R.J. Christie, European Airworthiness Authorities

Steering Committee (JAR)
E. Tazewell Ellet, FAA

Airline Accident Emergency Evacuation Concerns:

Wayne Williams, National Transportation Safety
Association

NTSB Recommendations and Study on Passenger Education:

* <iNh :Giirc-, National Transportation Safety Board

Presentat. ion Rt'ated to Aircraft Design and Certification

Evacuation Demonstrations:

"arrv L. Fhberhardt. Boeing Commercial Airplane Company
Georqe Veryioglou, Boeing Commercial Airplane Company
D.K. Lynch, Transport Canada

PSteven Vincent, Association of Flight Attendants
Wolfgang Didszuhn, Airbus Industrie
Werner Munster, MBB Commercial Aircraft

6
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Joellen Thompson, Joint Council of Flight Attendant
Union.3

Roger Brooks, Air Line Pilots Association
Ellen Hill, Joint Council of Flight Attendant Unions

Emergency Exits:

Werner Munster, MBB Commercial Aircraft
Wolfgang Didszuhn, Airbus Industrie
James T. Likes, Boeing Commercial Airplane Company

Floor Proximity Escape Path Marking:

Edward Scheu, Luminescent Systems, Inc.

Flight Attendant Jump Seats:

Karen Lantz, Joint Council of Flight Attendant Unions

Presentations Related to Training and Operations

Airline Cabin Operations Aspects of Emergency
Evacuation:

Walter Coleman, Air Transport Association

Crew Training:

Karen Lantz, Joint Council of Flight Attendant Unions

Presentations Related to Maintenance and Reliability

Emergency Escape Slides:

Ken Dunkley, Qantas Airways
Russell Welker, Boeing Commercial Airplane Company

Janna Harkrider, Joint Council of Flight Attendant
Unions

Vern Ballenger, Air Transport Association

The task force was formed to pursue the issues of the
conference. Except for the few issues discussed below, all of
the issues raised during the conference were examined during the
meetings of the three working groups that were part of the task

force. A complete summary of issues of the conference, based on
the verbatim transcript of the conference, is contained in Volume
II of this report. A copy of the transcript may be purchased
fron Cascade Reporting Company, 820 Securities Building, Seattle,
Washington 98101, (206) 622-3548.

The issues raised during the conference that were not
pursued in the working groups are briefly discussed below.

7



B. TYPE CERTIFICATION PROCESS

Several parties contended that the type certification
process, including issuance of amended type certificates and
supplemental type certificates, should be more open to the public
and involve a greater degree of public participation than it
currently does. They believe that a change to an emergency exit
configuration, such as the recent deactivation of exits in a
principal model in the fleet, should reqi ire the issuance of a
special supplemental type certificate and that notice of the
certification project should be published in the
Federal Register. Parties suggested that any certification
dec..sion as important as deactivation of emergency exits should
be reviewed by FAA Headquarters. One party contended that the
FAA system of certification directorates creates a basic conflict
of interest between the regulator and the regulated because of
what the party considers a close FAA-industry relationship in the
FAA regions.

These administrative issues in this category were raised
prior to the conference during the hearings of the Subcommittee
on Investigations and Oversight, Committee on Public Works and
Transportation, House of Representatives, and in correspondence
received by the FAA from the general public. These are major
issues, many of which have been recognized for some time. The
FAA is considering these issues in an effort separate from the
activities of the Public Technical Conference, which is concerned
mainly with technical issues directly affecting the design,
operation, and maintenance of aircraft.

C. DEACTIVATION OF EXITS

Several parties stated objections to the recent approval by
the FAA of the deactivation of a pair of emergency exits in a
principal model in the fleet. They contended that the
reliability of evacuation slides was not taken into consideration
properly and that the airplane should have been required to

Vundergo a full-scale emergency evacuation demonstration.

The objections and issues raised by the public regarding
this specific approval were recognized by the FAA prior to the
Public Technical Conference. The approval of the exit
deactivation was resolved prior to the conference. These
challenges raised by the public to the existing regulations were
a basic reason why the FAA took the initiative and sponsored the
conference. This is discussed further in the Section I, "Events
Leading to the Establishment of the Task Force," and Section III,
paragraph C.2, "Elimination or Deactivation of Exits."

8



D. SMOKE AND TOXIC GAS EMISSION

Several parties raised the issue of smoke and toxic gas
emission by cabin interior materials involved in post-crash
fires. This issue was not discussed in detail from the
staadpoint of thermal environment, material characteristics, or
human tolerance. There was the basic rec.-zqnition that smoke and
toxic gases can constitute serious impediments to emergency
evacuation and that this should be mitigated or otherwise
accounted for in an evacuation system.

This issue was not pursued beyond the discussions of the
conference and was not brought up for detailed discussions in the
meetings of the working groups. It was pointed out that the FAA
has recognized this safety issue for some time and has been
working toward improvements in cabin fire safety and interior
materials. Two recent regulatory actions by the FAA address this
directly. One is Amendment 121-184, which requires air carriers
under Part 121 to meet stringent flammability standards for seat
cushions (fire blocking). The other is the proposed rule that
would improve the fire resistance of cabin ceiling and wall
panels. Both of these actions reduce the potential for smoke and
toxic gas in cabin interiors.

=.
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III. DESIGN AND CERTIFICATION WORKING GROUP

A. INTRODUCTION

On September 3, 1985, the FAA convened the Public Technical
Conference in Seattle, Washington, for the purpose of soliciting
and reviewing information from the public on a variety of topics
related to the emergency evacuation of transport category
airplanes. The items pertaining to aircraft design and
certification that were discussed at this conference covered four
general categories: 1) emergency exits; 2) full-scale evacuation
demonstrations; 3) escape slides; and 4) other concerns that were
of no less importance than the topics of the first three
categories, but rather did not fall clearly under any of the
first three. The conference provided a forum for the FAA to
gather information and for interested parties to express views
and exchange information. At the conference, the FAA established
the Design and Certification Working Group.

The working group was open to the public and consisted of
approximately 40 individuals representing approximately 30
aviation related organizations. A list of participants is
included at the end of this section. These individuals had
either indicated at the conference an interest in being on the
Working Group or had subsequently asked to participate.

An agenda of discussion items for the Working Group was
assembled by reviewing the transcript of the Public Technical
Conference. The agenda consisted of six major categories of
issues. These were: 1) should evacuation demonstrations be
required; 2) if so, when can analysis be accepted in lieu of

V demonstration; 3) how should a demonstration be conducted; 4) are
the requirements for emergency exits adequate; 5) are the
requirements for evacuation slides and other equipment adequate;
and 6) other miscellaneous issues not easily included in any of
the previous categories. In addition, participants were afforded
an opportunity at the meetings of the Working Group to add
additional topics for discussion.

The Design and Certification Working Group was chartered to
develop specific recommendations in the areas of aircraft design
and certification. The types of actions that were recommended
include rulemaking, development of advisory material, or changes
to methods of finding compliance with existing rules.

In preparing its recommendations, the group decided which
actions on the part of the FAA would be the most effective and
the most responsive to these concerns.

10
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Finally, the group attempted to achieve some sort of a
consensus of position on the various controversial issues. In
the event that a consensus could not be reached, participants
were offered an opportunity to prepare and submit their positions
in writing for the FAA to consider.

A series of meetings was held. The first meeting was in
Sea:tle, Washington, from November 19 to 22. Due to the large
number of participants, the Working Group was subdiv:.ded into
three smaller groups. Each subgroup c-iscussed on.! of the
following categories: evacuation demonstrations, emergency
exi:-s, and evacuation slides and miscellaneous issues. As a
result of the first meeting, numerous work assignments and
requests for additional information were given to the
par-:icipants. In addition, position papers on controversial
issues were requested. Upon receipt of these data and position
papers, it was determined that the two subgroups discussing the
evacuation demonstration and emergency exits should meet again.
This second meeting was held in Long Beach, California, from
Febfuary 4 to 7. As a result of this meeting, the participants
were again offered an opportunity to submit final positions on
controversial issues.

As a result of the Working Group's discussions, the FAA has
ideritified a list of approximately 21 rulemaking and/or advisory
material projects concerning design and certification of
transport airplanes that it should pursue. These can be found in
Section VIII of this report. It needs to be pointed out that
these action items involve drafting certain proposals for public
comment. The term "draft" as it is used means that within the
specified time period these proposals will be drafted,
coordinated with the other Aircraft Certification Directorates,
and forwarded to FAA headquarters for its final action prior to
issuance of the proposal. The following is a compilation of the
Working Group's discussions and resolutions of the issues.

11
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B. EVACUATION DEMONSTRATIONS

1. CONTINUED USE OF FULL-SCALE DEMONSTRATIONS

The question that prompted discussion on this issue was
whether or not full-scale demonstrations should be discontinued.
It was stated that these tests represent a danger to the
participants and that they no longer provide new data. A related
concern was that these tests are not a valid test of evacuation
procedures. In considering this issue, it was proposed that the
FAA disclose the average number of injuries in1 such
demonstrations and their severity.

The Working Group's consensus was that the full-scale
demonstrations are a validation of the total airplane design
including crew training and passenger management. While it was
agreed that the demonstration does not reflect an accident
scenario, it was also agreed that the demonstration cannot
reflect accidents since the participants should not be exposed to
the hazards associated with an accident.

There was also a consensus in the Working Group on the
continued need for full-scale demonstrations under certain
circumstances. The criteria for requiring a full-scale
demonstration are discussed under the next section, "Full-Scale
Demonstrations vs. Analysis."

Injury data for numerous recent evacuation demonstrations
were provided to the Working Group to support discussions on this

* issue.

Based on these discussions, the FAA will continue to require
Jemonstrations as necessary. Further discussion on the use of
analysis in lieu of demonstration follows.

2. FULL-SCALE DEMONSTRATIONS VS. ANALYSIS

There were many positions on when an analysis would be
acceptable in lieu of a full-scale demonstration. It was stated
that an analysis is not a valid means of testing the full
emergency evacuation system and that the current data base used
for analyses is invalid. For example, it excludes human factors.
At the other extreme, it was stated that full-scale
demonstrations should be conducted only to test unconventional
aircraft configurations; all conventional configurations can be
certified by analysis. There were numerous proposals on when to
require a demonstration that fell between these two extremes.
For example, it was proposed that a demonstration be required for
a new airplane model, when there is a major structural change,

12
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when there is an increase in the passenger capacity, or when
excess exits are removed. Finally, it was proposed that accident
data be included in the data base used for analysis.

The Working Group discussed FAR 25.803(d) that allows the
use of analysis in lieu of full-scale demonstration. The
positions presented would allow analysis under some conditions;
but, as previously mentioned, there were many divergent views on
the conditions under which analysis sho ld be accepted by the
FAA. The preamble to FAR 25.803(d) states that the analysis
should not be based on insufficient test data such as in the case
of a completely new airplane model or a model with major changes
or a considerably larger passenger capacity.

Recent demonstration results compare very closely with the
analysis done prior to the demonstration. The analyses have been
showmn to be conservative and accurately reflect both evacuation
times and passenger distribution.

With respect to using accident data, the demonst-ation or
anaLysis is to demonstrate that the airplane can be evacuated
under the conditions of FAR 25.803(c), not that it can be
eva,:uated in an accident. To understand this statement, one must
reaLize that for a test requirement to be meaningful, the test
must be repeatable and the results reproducible. It is
difEicult, if not impossible, for the test or analysis to
represent an accident since no two accidents are the same. In
addition, there are not enough details available from accident
investigations to allow the use of accident data. For example,
the evacuation time is often not available. Even when it is

available, it is only an estimate and the number of passengers to
use each particular exit and the flow rates are not available.

* However, post-crash data pertaining specifically to-which exits
were used during an evacuaLion are usually available.

The Working Group was unable to reach a consensus on when to
accept an analysis in lieu of a demonstration. In the absence of
a consensus, the FAA intends to issue guidance material better
defining when analysis is acceptable in lieu of a full-scale
demonstration and the extent of the data base needed to support

. such an analysis. The guidance will address the magnitude of the
* pas3enger increase and the changes to the airplane which would

warrant a demonstration. Since the intent of the analysis is to
show that the particular airplane under review can meet the
deronstration requirements of FAR 25.803(c) and not that the
airplane can be evacuated during any possible accident scenario,
analysis may be used when the data base is sufficient to show
that: under the test conditions of FAR 25.803(c) the airplane can
be evacuated in less that 90 seconds. The data base should
include the results of full-scale or partial demonstrations
conducted under the conditions of FAR 25.803(c). It should not
include data from mini-evacuations, escape slide evacuation rate
tests conducted under the Technical Standard Order (TSO), or
"Latlin-square" tests that do not meet all the requirements of FAR
25.E03(c). The data should include average passenger flow rates
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for each type of exit, considering the internal constraints as
well as the escape slide being analyzed. This average should
include as many demonstrations as possible, but no less than five
individual exit rates for each type (A, I, III, etc.) of exit
being analyzed or three individual rates for each exit type, if
the analysis is for the same model airplane. In addition, a
comparative analysis must be made with a full-scale demonstration
of an airplane that has an identical exit configuration, similar
passenger capacity and distribution, exit location, aisles,
cross-aisles, and crew station and duties.

The FAA will, within six months, prepare a policy letter
regarding the use of analysis in lieu of a demonstration. Within

18 months, the FAA will prepare, for public comment, advisory
material regarding the substantiation required for analysis.

3. PROCEDURES AND SIMULATED CONDITIONS FOR FULL-SCALE EVACUATION

DEMONSTRATIONS

(a) General

The basis for this issue is the statement that the
evacuation demonstration does not adequately reflect the real
accident scenario.

In general, it was stated that all evacuation decisions
should be made by the FAA and that the requirements of Parts 25
and 121 should be integrated.

It was explained to the Working Group that the FAA currently
makes all decisions regarding compliance with the regulations.
It was further explained that Amendment 25-46 to Part 25 made
Part 25 and Part 121 demonstration requirements the same.
However, due to some confusion, the consensus was that a
definition of "regularly scheduled line crew" should be provided
for Parts 25 and 121. Based on this discussion, the Transport
Airplane Certification Directorate will request that the Office
of Flight Standards provide an appropriate definition. This
definition will then be proposed for incorporation into the
appropriate advisory material for conducting an evacuation
demonstration. This proposed advisory material will be available
for public comment. This will be accomplished within one year.

(b) Full-Scale Evacuation Demonstration Conditions

Numerous statements were made relating to the demonstration
conditions. The following is a summary of that discussion.
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It was questioned whether the 90 second evacuation criterion
is valid. Information presented by the NTSB states that in
acc-dents that involve life threatening fire, approximately 120
sec')nds are available for evacuation. This suggests that the 90
sec. nd criterion i:; valid. The group agreed with this conclusion.

There was a proposal to include smoke in the demonstration
but there were no proposals as to what smoke density should be
usel. It appeared that no one had any idea of the effects of
introducing smoke except that if dense smoke is used, the
demonstration would be slowed considerably.

It was generally agreed that smoke should not be used.
There is a technical problem with controlling the smoke density
and there is no data to show what smoke density would be
appropriate for the demonstration. The demonstration would
becgme a test of human response to smoke rather than a test ofI the evacuation system.

The use of carry-on baggage, pillows, blankets, etc., was
also discussed. It was explained that the current FAA practice
was to distribute approximately one bag per seat row, which
nearly saturates the aisles. The consensus on carry-on baggage
and other materials used to clutter the aisles was that the
current FAA practice was acceptable but it should be documented
in advisory material.

It was proposed that rather than allowing all blocked exits
Y to be on one side of the airplane, pairs of exits should be

blocked. An alternate was also proposed that the choice of

inoperative exits should be based on NTSB statistics.

It was explained that FAR 121.291 was the first regulation
to ;-equire an evacuation demonstration. The time limit specified
when the rule was adopted was two minutes using 50 percent of the
exits.

In 1967, FAR 121.291 was changed to a time limit of 90
seconds and a similar 90 second evacuation demonstration
reqiireinent was incorporated into FAR 25.803. Part 25 specified
that the exits on one side of the airplane were to be used in the
demonstration. NPRM 66-26 proposed reducing the time to 90
seconds, the decrease made possible by equipment advances,
primarily improved slides. The 90 second limit was predicated on
the conditions required for the demonstration, i.e., darkness,
age/sex mix, use of exits on one side of the airplane, etc.

Amendment 25-46 (effective December 1, 1978) changed Part 25
to match Part 121 and the requirement of the exit selection was
changed to not more than 50 percent of the exits in the sides of
the fuselage, the exits must be representative of all the
emergency exits on the airplane, and at least one floor level
exit must be used. All demonstrations conducted undEr Part 25
have used one of each pair of exits in order to use
representative exits.
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The NTSB also stated at the meeting that the statistics
necessary to choose inoperative exits for the demonstration do
not exist as each accident is unique.

Two basic proposals were presented at the Working Group
meetings. One was to continue selecting one of each exit pair
and the other a random or critical 50 percent of the exits.

It was acknowledged that some of the airplanes currently in
service could not meet the 90-second criteria for certain random
combinations of 50 percent of available exits.

One unique version of the random selection of exits was
discussed. This version would require the applicant to consider
a random 50 percent of the exits blocked. The proposal would
require the applicant to submit an analysis for each combination
of 50 percent of the exits blocked with the additional condition
that at least one floor level exit is usable. The FAA would then
validate the analysis by requiring one of the scenarios to be
actually demonstrated. The 90 second time limit would apply to
the scenario in which one of each pair of exits is blocked. For
other possible scenarios, the test time limit would be the time
shown in the analysis, which may be more or less than 90 seconds.
An upper time limit for the worst case would also have to be
developed since the exits selected may have less capacity than
the rated capacity of the airplane (e.g., all the small exits are
chosen). It was questioned why not select 50 percent of each
type of exit. Use of 50 percent of each type of exit would not
be feasible since it would, for example, penalize airplanes
configured with all the same type of exits.

It was the consensus of the Design and Certification Working
Group that the FAA should continue investigating the modified
ver.iofl of the random selection proposal.

it was suggested that the 50 percent blocked exit criteria

b. reviewed for validity. As a result of the Working Group
% discussions, the NTSB reviewed 11 emergency evacuations that

}J.i:ated an average of 63 percent of the exits were used and
SuIe3ted the 50 percent criteria be maintained. In most cases,
th,- data do not indicate how many exits were usable but not used.
in a'- least one case, a crew chose not to use some of the

PJ availalle exits. It can be assumed that the number of usable
ex ts is higher than 63 percent. It was concluded that the 50
-rc,:?rc nt criteria is valid.

S me Workinq Group members felt that the FAA should
eziignate the exits to be used for demonstration. The Working

Gh, p was advised that FAR 25.803(c)(17) states that the
applicant must designate the exits to be used for the
demonstration subject to approval by the FAA. The requirement
for FAA approval has lead to the practice of the FAA designating
the exits to be used for the manufacturer's demonstration. If
the FAA is not satisfied with the applicant's choice, the FAA
would then pick the exits to be used.
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There was no discussion of this item af ter the FAA explained
* the current procedire outlined above. The current wording is

considered satisfactory.

There was a proposal to render at least one flight attendant
occu~pied seat exit and one unoccupied exit inoperative. This
refers to the placement of flight attendants at operative and
inoperative exits for the demonstration. The concern was that
flicht attendants ;re placed only at operative exits. This was
discussed at the Working Group and the FAA explained that it is
current policy to place the attendants at both operative and
inoperative exits.

The consensus of the Working Group was that the current FAApractice is acceptable but that it should be documented in the

advisory material.

It was proposed to use high-velocity fans to simulate
adverse weather conditions. This item was not discussed by the

* Working Group. However, slides are certified for wind by other
regultions and the use of fans would be difficult to cortrol and
woul6 present undue hazards for the demonstration participants.

The FAA has concluded that, based on these discussions,
several actions are warranted. The Transport Airplane

. Certification Directorate will, within one year, draft advisory
material for public comment to define the amount of carry-on
baggage to be distributed in the aisles as one bag per seat row
per aisle. The distribution of pillows, blankets, and other
debris will also be discussed in the advisory material. In
acidition, the positioning of flight attendants during a
demonstration will be explained in this advisory materiaL.

Finally, the Transport Airplane Certification Directorate
will corti.'lue to investigate the proposal for selecting which
exit: s o- us in light of a possible draft NPRM if it is
determ-ned to be feasible and would provide an increased level of
.afI y. Due to the research involved, this action is to be
crp~etEd within 18 months.

' 1 il lht < : w Duties and Training

7i1hr- - principal issues were discussed by the Working Group.
Ti. - rc urn for the duties of the flight deck crew was that the
ti r dclay between the start of an evacuation demonstration and
w'h-r thie flight deck crew assumed evacuation duties was not
r::a! istic. It was stated that the time delay does not represent

7 the real time required for the crew to complete their cockpit
dut12s.

There was a proposal to delay the flight deck crew 30
seconds, and another proposal not to use the flight crew at all.
The oroup members, except one, agreed that for the demonstration,
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the flight deck crew should take no active role in the evacuation
since, under some conditions, the flight crew may not be
available or may be delayed. Also, somec ai I ilC Il iOd)cures call
for one or more of the [1iuiht crew to immleiotviil ly ev,icuate and
assist on the ground.

It was concluded that a conservative approach should be
taken and the flight deck crew not be used. This proposal was
coordinated with the Operations Working Group so that the Part 25
requirements remain consistent with Part 121.

There was a proposal to use a simulated injured flight
attendant at one of the exits. The demonstrations are conducted
using the minimum number of flight attendants. Using one to
simulate an injured flight attendant would be the same as
reducing the number of flight attendants. Also, use of an
injured flight attendant has the potential for confusing the
method of determining the minimum number of required flight
attendants per airplane type, model, and number of seats.
Finally, it would cloud the principle that the evacuation
demonstration is a test of the total airplane design, training
and procedures.

The last suggestion was that flight attendants other than
those participating in the demonstration should be used to ready
the cabin of the test airplane. At the Working Group meeting, it

-" was explained that the FAA distributes the carry-on baggage,
etc.. prior to the start of the demonstration. The Working Group
considered this satisfactory.

Based on these discussions, the Transport Airplane
--9 Certification Directorate will draft an NPRM for Parts 25 and 121

to prohibit an active role for the flight deck crew during an
evacuation demonstration. This action will be completed within18 months.

c) Dnemonstration Participants

Th',e were numerous suggestions concerning how to select
t,,st par icipants, frequency of participation, and type of

erc wre various proposals presented to place limitations
- i, yn,_ .,f participants in addition to the limitations of FAR

. (8)(v). These included one proposal that no employee of
aL iine or manufacturer should be used. The consensus of the

r9 K r,) L p w;AS t hat peopl1e i nvol1ved w ith the de s ign and
,ti I -at i )n of escape systems should not be used in the

r. r -I t i

It was questioned whether or not to use handicapped, obese,
etc., persons as test participants. The Working Group agreed
that these type of people should not be included in the

., demonstration.
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There was a suggestion that participant: :st0ould only be used
once rather than no more frequently than ,.,v,-ry six months as i!s
now allowed by Parts 25 and 121. As the di.;cussion progressed,
there were proposals to extend the s. x mlth requirement (one
year, three years, and four years were suggested), and to retain
the six month requirement. One participant stated that out of
847 participants il recent demonstrations (since 1981), only 25

(3 ;ercent) had ever previously participated in an evacuation
denjonstration.

No evidence was presented to show a problem with the six
month prohibition. Manufacturers do not conduct demonstrations
oftEn (usually several years apart) and they are usially on
different model airplanes.

N ) consensus was reached on this isstue. The FAA believes
the current regulation is satisfactory, especially since the
percentaje of repeating participants is so low. It prohibits
participants from repeating if a demonstration fails since the
repoat derostration is conducted within days or tYi, first
demo istr- -iion.

Concern was expressed that the laws governing informed
cons2nt miuht corf ict with the requirements that the test not be

.- dcsci ,d to the participants. The principle of informed consent

" wa i i;.u: ed and the Civil Aeromedical Institute did research on
, eppIcaW e Federal regulations dealing with informed consent.

T,- consensus was that the FAA needs to issue advisory material
r-i n-w iuch information may be given to participants to obtain

inferm,-d con .ent without violating FAR 25.803(c)(14). For
Er.f ir(i ,thf, dVt,;')ry mteri-Al, 45 CFR 46.116 should he used as a

Lt wa:; ,c'rmunded that random seating be used. That is,
p I) ric'ors.hruid select their own seats. The FAA explained
t'rhrent policy wds to have random se.Ltiv]. It was
C re-I th-:t this r,)olicy should be included in the ,idvi;()y

- * )n heVw to condtict an evacuation demonstration.

•, f :a] topic was discussed. It was stated that the
jrr mix she_'uld reflect a typical mix of passe nger ; and

-. .; , i to the requirein,_rt should not bt permitted for
.: ith jt i,)ti ana that the FAA should revalidate the age range

..he _quest of the Working Group, the ATA conducted a
t evf. seven member airlines to estimate the average

9 ) n, aqt,,sx J istr iblution. The CAA conducted a survey of
Stlant'c pa.;sengers in the United Kingdom to detertiine the

a'- I t it U ; -,. The ATA and CAA data are very close in
p-,rc- ii _rv, distribution. The data show fewer children and more
older passengers than that :-;hown in FAR 25.803(c)(8), but the
percpntage: does not vary enough to warrant an immediate clange to
the regulation.
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In ord ,r t o u:;f, in I ,,/.,x distr ibut ion ot hor th..n that
Srequired V PA 211.801(c)(8), i t must be shown tht the proposed
di:;tri6,.fiion wit i (IJw, (quiivAl1-nft results (ev,icuaLion rates) as
the a g e/:;,, x i s t r i b u t ion spec i f i ed i n the regulation. The
relative evacuation rate o1 each subgroup to be eliminated or
aooed must be determined ano changes in other subgroups must be

V-- made to account for the deleted or added subgroup.

Alternatively, the 90 second time limit could be adjusted (a
penalty time used) to account for the alternative age/sex mix.
However, an age/sex mix different from those already approved
would be considered a substantial change from the intent of
having an age/sex distribution, and "Latin-square" or other
comparative testing may be necessary to substantiate an alternate

* ..'$age/sex distribution.

There have been two alternate age/sex distributions approved
uy the FAA as equivalent to that required by FAR 25.803(c).
'I'hf-,e alternatives eliminate children and older (over age 60)
pirtic iparit due to child labor laws and the greater possibility
o iIjry t.o these age groups. Based on substantiating data, the
p,-rcorl-ag, of females and those of the 51 to 60 age group was

caseK to conpensate for the elimination of children and the
* . over F0 age group.

" A comparison of the passenger evacuation rates using the
'Se/sex ni x of FAR 25.803(c)(8) and rates obtained in
.emons trations using the alternate age/sex distributions shows
Little Jifference.

The grwip was aavised that at recent denonstrations
'onducted in Europe using children, the airplane manufacturer and
CAA o Ls(,rrs co mmented that chi 1dren do not impede the
• ,eain. While the reaction of children in an accident is not
,.o:, ti '2 1n deiLonstrat ions is not considered useful as

, y r at tht ,d monstration as a game.

[I mieiw h rs favored el] imination of children and the
•- it co i c i .n7atlng factors are applied.

' ., of these ( -iscussions the FAA has concluded that
ion,)t, warranted. As part of its efforts to draft

i" ,i .,I for public comment on how to conduct an
". m ,m tration, the Transport Airplane Certification

,, .... raftirg this material will within one year:

zFih r define the type of people intended to be
I x'lti ti, w by FAR 25.803(c)(8)(v);

' 1.141 ify that random seating be used;

(3) -f ine how much information may be given to
Farticipants to obtain informed consent without
violating the requirements of FAR 25.803(c)(14);
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(4) Include information covering the approval of
alternative age/sex distributions.

As a longer term effort, the Transport Airplane
Certification Directorate will draft an NPRM to eliminate
participants under 18 and over 60 in full-scale evacuation
demcnstrations and require an increase in other age groups to
provide an equivalent group. The CAA and A'PA age/s-ex surveys
will be taken into account when increasing or decreasing the age
groups as necessary. This action is to be completed within 18
months.

C. EMERGENCY EXITS

1. CRITERIA FOR NUMBER OF EXITS

A number of suggestions were made regarding exit ratings.
Some group members felt that the number of passengers per exit
should be increased; others felt that this number should be
decreased or at least remain the same. A suggestion was made
that the full credi.t ,F 110 passengers for a Type A exit shOuld
be limited to those aircraft that carry over 200 passengers in
oraer to avoid a situation in which a 100 passenger aircraft
could be certified with only one exit. It was also recommended
that a Type B exit with a rating oF 80 passengers be added to the
regulations.

Some members thought that making changes in existing exit
ratings is not sufficient. They emphasized the need for the FAA
to examine the validity of flow rates by determining how th",,
were established and verifying their accuracy. Some felt that a
governing factor in determining how many exits are necessary
should be a review of the adequacy of the current number of exit-i
base- on real accident experiences, rather than on a theoretical
[;.ode 1 .

Others found the method of evaluation adequat,-, 'olt thought
Lhert: should be some modifications. One. such modification would
he to formalize the "Latin-square" test method by including it
i in the Appendix to Part 25. Currently, the "Latin-square" test
metho)d is in FAA Order FS 8110.12. It was suggested th.l: the
age/Esex r'2quirement be deleted since the inherent nature of the
tut mnthod normalizes such anomalies. Further, it was suggested
that there should be a greater number of persons in each group
for certain testing.

*The Latin-square test method is a procedure to compare
the egress rates of two different evacuation systeM!. Tt uses
groups of evacuee test subjects in a manner that normalizes the
variances in the subjects.
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In response to these issues, it was noted that the
requirements for the number of exit3 have heen in the regulations
!or over 30 years. Today's regulations have been 4 continual
levelopmental process based on the service experience during
those years. Each accident is scrutinized by the industry, NTSB,
and FAA in relation to the existing rules.

Regarding the specF.L- , it ratings, tl,, 'jroip agreed that
the passenger seating configuration table of PAR 25.807(c)(1) was
too restrictive. A more flexible requirement should be
developed. Passenger ratings for each exit type, including a
Type B, with appropriate constraints were dLecu',,.

The Working Group icreed on the following ratings anti
constraints.

Exit Type Rating

A 110
B 80
I 45-55

II 40
III 35
IV 10

For 11 to 20 passengers, there must be at least one pair of Type
III exits. For 21 to 80 passengers, there must be at least two
pair3 of exits. For more than 80 passengers, there m'i-h,-3 at
least three pairs of exits. The group could not agree on one
rating for a Type I exit.

It was noted that 1) the rating for a Type B was 75 on a
757; 2) this proposal allows combinations such as 3 Type III for
IW) , ;.;,ng'rs, which may not be acceptable; 3) the term "pairs
,if exits" should be defined; and 4) the Type B exit should be
(1,2f ined.

R;sed on these discussions, the Transport Airplane
(C',rtific-ition Directorate will draft an NPRM for exit ratings
within 18 month- based on the group's conclusions noted ilbove.

All workinj group members concurred with the suggestions
regarding the "Latin-square" test method. However, the FAA Order
iescribinj the method (FS 8110.12) will be incorporated into the
.rashwcrthiness Handbook Advisory Circul.-tr , rather thin in the
Part 25 appendix. The Transport Airplane CertiFication
lirect>rate will draft this proposal within one year.

* A draft of the Advisory Circular will be published in the
Federal Register inviting public comment.
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2. ELIMINATION OR DEACTIVATION OF EXITS

Initially, some members proposed that there should be a
prohibition on exit removal. As discussions progressed, it
bec=.me apparent that this position was based on a consideration
for distance between exits and the distribution of the exits.
Everitually, a consensus was reached that exits may be deleted or
deactivated under certain circumstances as long as there is
proper consideration for the distance between exits and the
distribution of exits. (See sections on distance between exits
and placement of exits for further discussion.)

3. EXIT-TO-EXIT AND SEAT-TO-EXIT DISTANCE

Exit-to-exit and seat-to-exit distances have a direct
bearing on the escape path distance a passenger must traverse to
reach an exit in an emergency evacuation. This issue was the
s11hject of considerable discussion with strongly held views by
-ill parties. While some members felt that distance to an exit
does not affect the rate of aircraft evacuation, others felt it
was a significant factor and that a maximum distance should be
established. One party recommended a maximum distance of 60 feet
between exits. Others decided that further study was needed to
substantiate either position.

Exit distance was addressed originally in Amendment 25-15,
although the amendment did not establish specific limits on
distance. Notice 66-26, the proposal for the amendment,
explained the significance of exit distance as a factor affecting
survivability. Exit-to-exit distances at the time of Notice 66-
26 typically were less than 60 feet. Subsequent to Amendment 25-
15, the Civil Aeromedical Institution (CAMI), through accident

* studies, investigated the significance of escape path distance.
Comparative evacuation tests conducted by CAMI have shown that
the flow capacity of a main passenger aisle is substantially
reduced if the aisle floor becomes canted, as would happen if one
of the main gears were to collapse following a crash landing. In
such a situation, the length itself of the aisle could become a
S-.ritical factor determining the outcome of the evacuation.

Even though no consensus could be reached on a specific
distance, some of the Working Group members felt that criteria
for a maximum distance between exits needed to be proposed. Two

*. important considerations influenced this conclusion. The first
*. is that some of the Working Group members believed that extra

oIntg distances could have an impact on the successful evacuation
(.F an actual airplane accident and that some maximum distance
criteria should be considered. The second comes from the
discussions on whether or not to allow the deletion of exits.
The consensus on deletion of exits was that it could be
permitted so long as proper consideration was given to a maximum
distance between exits, a uniform distribution of the remaining
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exits, and the possible need for a full-,cale evacuation
demonstration.

It was discussed that the distance selected should not
impose an undue burden on manufacturers to redesign and/or modify
existing airplanes in service.

W The Transport Airplane Certification Directorate will draft
Nan NPRM for Parts 25 and 121 that includes consideration of the

distance to exits. It is anticipated that this can be
accomplished within six months.

4. PLACEMENT OF EXITS

A recommendation was made that future aircraft should be
designed with a distance to the midpoints of the exits as equal
as possible.

Although the use of the term "uniform distribution" is
vague, flexibility for such concerns as servicing the airplane or
placement away from the hazardous areas near the engines is
needed. An advisory circular is needed to define uniformity and

* help determine compliance with the regulation.

The consensus of the Working Group was to recommend that an
advisory circular and/or rule be published to better define
uniform distribution. Within one year, the Transport Airplane
Certification Directorate will draft an advisory circular for
public comment discussing the uniform distribution requirements
of FAR 25.807(c).

One issue that came to light after the Working Group
meetings was that, regardless of the placement of other exits,
there should be over-wing exits for launching of life rafts and
to protect passengers from unnecessary exposure to water.

The FAA recognizes that a ditching could cause considerable
damage to the leading and trailing edge hiah lift devices making
launching the life rafts off the wing hazardous and impractical.
Also, the use of slide rafts makes ditching evacuations easier
tnan using just rafts. The Lockheed L-1011 does not have these
exits over the wing and has been operational for over 13 years.

*To date, there has been no adverse service history that would
indicate any reason to require exits at this location. Finally,
airplane manufacturers should have as much latitude as possible
to comply with the regulations. Specifically requiring over-wing
slides would unduly restrict design freedom and innovation. For
these reasons, it is considered that the recommendation would
offer little benefit to the problem of ensuring the safety of
passengers in the event of a ditching.
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5. EXIT MARKINGS AND OPERATION

The qronJ oi scussed whether or not the means for marking

exits are adequate (FAR 25.811 and I"AR 25.812). Also discussed
was whether or not exit markings/placards could be better
:;tandardized (FAR 25.811). The relevant regulations were
reviewed and found to be adequate. All members of the Working
Group concurred with the conclusion.

6. EXIT OPERATING MEANS

It was suggested that a rule be developed requiring that the
exit be able to be closed after it has been opened. This could
be needed it a fire developed outside of the exit. After
discussion, it was decided that there was not sufficient service
experience to require this rule change.

D. EVACUATION DEVICES--SLIDES/RAFTS

A number ot proposals were submitted regarding slide ano
:lide/raft capabilities: all floor-level slides should be
designed to inflate automatically; slide/rafts should be mounted
at the doors; slide/rafts should be portable so that they can be
transported to another exit; wide-body slide/rafts should be as

easy to use as narrow-body slides; and inflation time
requirements should parallel state-of-the-art technology.

No consensus was reached by the group. However, FAR
' 25.809(f) already requires that the escape slide be automatically

deployed. Since this regulation applies to new type design
airplanes, the recommendation becomes a question of whether or
not to retrofit the existing fleet. The retrofit of automatic
slides is a relatively old issue. It was the subject of the 1975
NTSB Recommendation A-74-108 and was considered in the public

First Biennial Operations Review that was sponsored by the FAA.
At that time, for practical and economic effectiveness reasons,
the FAA decided not to require the retrofit, pointing out that
PART 25 requires automatic slides and PART 121 requires automatic
slides for airplanes in service, except at passenger entry and
service doors. At these doors, slide deployment must be
automatic, but inflation may involve the pulling of an inflation
lanyard. Sinc, that time, the overall fleet picture has improved
by virtie of additional airplanes entering the fleet that have
been certificated under the PART 25 automatic slide requirement.
No new information was brought out during the working group
meetings that would indicate that the FAA position is
inappropriate. The FAA does not plan to take additional action
on this issue at this time.
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With respect to the mounting of :;I ide/rafts, these
installations provide an efficient means for raft
function/deployment when required in a ditching situation.
Slide/rafts by their very nature of being an evacuation device
have to be mounted at doors, otherwise they could not perform
their slide function.

All U.S. certificated aircraft with slide/rafts have
demonstrated portability for the reason given belol. If
portability is not provided, additional raf s would be required

4 to satisfy the need of providing flotat: n capability under
adverse conditions. This issue is already considered during the
certification process. Thus, no additional action is required.

Regarding the contention that wide-body slide/rafts are too

complicated to operate when installed, slide/rafts are required
to be plainly marked as to their method of operation and to have
clearly marked operating instructions (FAR 25.1561). In
addition, there is a requirement that the slide/rafts be easily
transferred by two persons. The certification require-ents are,
therefore, considered satisfactory. If the complaint was to
imply that slide/rafts are too complicated and thus suspect in
reliability, the FAA is currently working on a proposal to
require reporting of slide deployment failures. (Refer to
Section V, D, of this report for additional information.) In-

*service reliability can then be better addressed by the service
difficulty and airworthiness directive process. It was also
considered by the Working Group that crew training in the
(,peration of slide rafts should be reviewed for adequacy (refer
to Section IV for further information).

In order to upgrade the requirements Ifor evacuation devices
so that they parallel the state-of-the-art inflation time, it was
recommended to reduce the inflation time from the current
requirements of 10 seconds to 6 seconds for a door exit and of 15
";econds to 10 seconds for an overwing exit system. The FAA
concurs with this recommendation and the Transport Airplane
Certification Directorate will, within 12 months, draft proposed
changes to FAR 25.809(f)(l)(ii) and TSO C-69a to incorporate the
recommended changes.

4..

Adaitional propo-,uts regarding sliae and slide/raft
capabilities included the following: all slides should be
modiiied to have quick-detachable girts to facilitate their use
for emergency flotation; and evacuation devices should be
,ertified to the same wind condition a; the aircraft crosswind
"cJapability.

Evacuation slides have proven to be useful as flotation
O(evices during an unplanned ditching situation when slides were
able to be released from the aircraft. It was proposed that all
slides be equipped with quick-detachable girts to facilitate
their use as an emergency flotation device. ATA reported that
there are 1,973 slides in their member airlines aircraft that are
not of the quick-detachable type. There was no consensus of view
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A on the subject of quick-detachable girts but the FAA considers it

worthy of further action. As a first step, the Office of
Airworthiness is preparing a proposal to revise TSO-C69a to
require quick-detachable girts and hand-holds along the sides of
slides to facilitate their use as emergency flotation equipment.
The Transport Airplane Certification Directorate will review the
need for such a requirement for new design airplanes. If such a
requirement is warranted, the Directorate will draft an PART 25
NPRM within 18 months. A decision regarding retrofit will be
made after receipt of the comments from the public on the draft
revision of the TSO. (This issue is discussed further in Section
IV in the context of retrofit requirements.)

It was proposed that evacuation devices should be certified
to the same wind condition as the aircraft crosswind capability.
As was discussed, the difficulty with this proposal is that an
airplane, upon stopping, can assume any orientation with respect
to wind direction. Certification to a crosswind capability
would, therefore, have little meaning. It was the opinion of the
group that the 25 knot wind criteria is an adequate requirement
and that aircraft crosswind capability should not dictate escape
system performance.

Several proposals were suggested regarding slides relative
to aircraft attitude. One recommendation was to design slides to
accommodate changing aircraft attitude. Another was to determine
whether or not adverse airplane attitude should be a criterion
for requiring a slide [FAR 25.809(f) and (h)1. Yet another
suggestion involved reviewing the six foot sill/flap height
requirements to determine their origin and appropriateness.

It was suggested that consideration be given to adverse
aircraft attitudes in applying FAR 25.809(f) and (h). The
working group requested that FAA Civil Aeromedical Institute
(CAMI) provide the needed information/research to define the
possible need to revise these requirements. Research has not
uncovered any evidence that the 6 foot height criterion is
unacceptable. Based on this conclusion, no proposed revision to
the regulations was considered necessary.

The group concurred with the conclusion that the regulations
determining when a slide should be required are adequate.

Regarding the change of slide design to accommodate
different aircraft attitudes, it was felt that adverse aircraft
attitudes are acceptably accounted for because slides are
demonstrated to be acceptable under the conditions prescribed in
FAR 25.809. FAR 25.809(f)(i)(iii) and (h) require consideration
for the safe evacuation of occupants to the ground after collapse
of one or more legs of landing gear.

There were a number of proposals regarding the structure and
components of slides and slide/rafts: the requirements of TSO
C-69a should apply to all slides in service; there should be more
stringent puncture requirements for slides; the girt fabric of
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p. the 26 foot slide/rafts should be strengthened; there should be a
requirement for hydrolysis testing for slide/rafts; there should
be a requirement for a positive indication of girt bar

engagement; the slide/raft back support requirement should be
deleted; the test requirements of FAR 25.809(f)(i)(v) should be
str-ngthened; and tiere should be a life limit placed on slides.

%%N The main difference between TSO C-69, under which most
slides in the fleet. are approved, and TSO C-69a is the radiant
heat standard for slide material. The upgrading of slides per
TSO ---69a is the subject of an NTSB recommendation. During the

S.7 Public Technical Conference, the NTSB representative explained
that the desired upgrading refers to the radiant heat resistance,

<0 and not the entire TSO C-69a. Under TSO C-69a, slides not
designed to the radiant heat standards cannot be manufactured
after December 3, 1984. Thus, the slides in service are upgraded
on an attrition basis through routine slide replacements.
Although no consensus was reached by the Working Group, the FAA
is currently reviewing an NTSB recommendatiori to retrofit older

" slide equipment to the radiant heat requirements. The Office of
Airworthiness will determine the timeliness and effectiveness of
the upgrading through attrition and review the need for
regulatory action in response to the NTSB recommendation.

There was a group consensus that the puncture resistance for
slides should be more stringent. The Transport Airplane

*Certification Directorate will., therefore, prepare a proposal to
revise TSO C-69a to inclide puncture and tear resistance tests a.-
specified and contingent upon approval of ARP 495(c). ARP 495(c)
is the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) standard for slide
devices. This action is expected within 12 months.

In recent years, the industry has had a bad , Kperience with
slides and slide/rafts develo ping porosity. The problem has
mainly been associated with heat reflective slides manufactured
from polyurethane material. Pressure loss on affected units can
be grea- enough that performance of a 31lide/raft or a slide can
be comprom ised. The FAA concurs that a requirement for
hydrolysis testing i - needed and the Transport Airplane
Cert Lficotioh Directorate will prepare a proposal to revise TSO
C-69a to include hydrolysis test requirements within 12 months.

~ -'. Thr: bas'; for the proposal to strengthen the girt fabric of
the )6 foot slide/rafts was NTSB Recommendation A-79-17 stating

K. that th._ gi rt material on the PICO 26 foot slide raft should be
stre ng th(r-'d. The FAA disagreed with the recommendation. The
ba i is f r th', tsg re l: r t as that the girt design was not
uniqgue with respect to other approved designs, and testing
estit)l iLhed that the material strength met the appropriate
s taind ard; . I',, FA, did state that it planned to review the need
for , gridinq the loadnj requirements Applicable to all
slide/raft device;. Subsequently, TSO C-69a was revised June 3,
1983, to incorporate upgraded girt strength requirements and to
clarify testing procedures for establishing the strength of the
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girt under adverse conditions. No further action is considered
necessary.

It was proposed that a requirement for a positive indication
of girt bar engagements be promulgated. FAR 2-g.0ct)(1)(ii)
requires the assisting means to be automtically ,cployed and
erected. Therefore, a positive indicatito of girt . - engagement
is indirectly required in order for the assisting m(i-.j _ o comply
with the automatic deployment and infi ;tion requirements. Also,
there were no data presented that ould indicate i generic
problem with existing systems.

It was recommended that Paragraphs 4.1.1.1 anid K.l 1.2.2 of
TSO C-69a be revised to remove the requirenent for ba 7k support
in slide/raft for the following reasons: -) It restricts the
design of the slide/raft; i.e., it forces '1-1e design to
incorporate sponsons that adversely affect the performance of the
slide in 25 knot winds; 2) The 8 inch back suppon t appears to
provide a comfort factor for extended at-sea periods. Today's
search and rescue operations preclude extended periods at sea
before rescue is made. Therefore, it was concluded that the back
support requirement does not appear warranted. The FAA concurs
that the back support requirement may be delet-el. Within 12
months, the Transport Airplane Certification Directorate will
draft a proposal to revise TSO C-69a to delete this requirement.

It was the opinion of the group that the present aircraft
certification slide testing requirements incorporated in the TSO
and certification requirements are adequate design standards.

Regarding a life limit for slides, it was the consensus of
the group that if proper overhaul, test, and inspection
procedures are adhered to, slide deterioration will be identified
and those units will be removed from service prior to degradation
becoming a factor. No finite life should be specified for
evacuation devices. It should be noted that the Kairtenance and
Reliability Working Group also discussed this issue and reached a
different conclusion (refer to Section V for additional
information). They concluded that manufacturers and operators
should determine life limits for materials. "C.e FAA will
consider whether further action is appropriatc.

Finally, a concern was raised regardinj the lack of
alternate emergency evacuation means in the event ot escape slide
failure. It was suggested that e cape lines or roves should be
available at all exits.

The FAA has previously ccosideread tie J.s :ue o whether there
should be a requirement for alternate escape imear,. Past
discussions and research on trois icsue irdiccated several
problems. There is a definite potential for inter.ference with
the primary escape means. Also, only the young and strorig can
use ropes. In addition, paragraph 4.5 in TSO C-69a requires the
slide device to be so constructed as to permit its use as a non-
inflated slide in the event of a puncture or tear.
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The consensus of the group was that the FAA should review
past actions on this issue. After reviewing previous decisions,
the FAA has concluded that no evidence was presented to
contradict previous decisions on this issue and that these
decisions are still valid.

E. CABIN FURNISHINGS AND EQUIPMENT

1. PASSENGER SEATS, FLIGHT ATTENDANT SEP'to, AND SEAT BELTS

There were a number of issues raised regarding seat design.
A suggestion was made that seats for flight attendants in excess
of the minimum number required should be designed to the same
standards as primary flight attendant seats so that excess flight
attendants would be able to perform their safety-related
functions. The proposed redesign would include the addition of
full restraint systems and communication capability.

FAR 121.311(f)(3) excludes the requirements of FAR 25.785(h)
when passenger seats are occupied by flight attendants not
required by FAR 121.391 (minimum flight attendant complement).
The recommendation would change the minimum equipment to FAR Part
121 levels and associated procedures for non-required flight
attendants onboard the aircraft. The PART 121 impact is
discussed further in Section IV, B. No further action will be
taken on this issue.

Another issue raised concerned the size of double flight
attendant seats, considered too narrow by some. A suggestion was
made that seat design should consider the 5th percentile female
and the 95th percentile male. Others objected to the double
seat, stating that the possibility of losing two flight
attendants is increased. The FAA agrees that AC 25.785-1 should
be reviewed and amended, if necessary. The Transport Airplane
Certification Directorate anticipates drafting a proposed
advisory circular for public comment within 18 months.

Objections were raised to the in-aisle flight attendant
seats that are attached to the galley bulkhead in some MD-80s and
some 727s because they protrude into the aisle and have no
headrests.

Flight attendant seats, which are positioned in the aisles
or passageways to exits, are required to be designed to fold
automatically and provide the required aisle width and access to
exits. No data were presented to determine whether the
functional problems reported were generic or related only to
specific installations. The consensus of the Working Group was
that flight attendant seats that do not fold correctly should be
addressed through the service difficulty and airworthiness
directive process. However, since it is not mandatory to report
in-service difficulties with these seats, sufficient information
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to determine the appropriate corrective action is not available.
The FAA considers it appropriate to ask persons most familiar
with in-service problems to document those problems to assist the
FAA in determining any future action that would deal with the
problems of these flight attendant seats.

'A Furthermore, information that would affect a de,-:sion on the
*continued use of galley mounted flight attendant seats was not

well documented for the Working Grou'. The FAA considers it
appropriate to request additional da4 . from the proponents for
eliminating galley mounted flight at endant seatf piior to any
further consideration of this issue. Ideally, specific
installations should be identified by either photograph or a
drawing as well as by the airplane model on which it is installed
and the carrier operating the airplane.

Flight attendant seats on new type certificated airplanes
are required by FAR 25.785 to have headrests. Th- question of
headrests, therefore, is one of whether or not to require
retrofit of the existing fleet. FAR 121.311(f) requires all
required flight attendants to have FAR 25.785 seats regardless of
when the aircraft was certificated. That has meant retrofit for
some pre-FAR 25.785 aircraft to brino them up to that standard in
order to comply with FAR 121.311(f).

The Transport Airplane Certification Directorate will
request that the flight attendant representatives provide the FAA
with two specific sets of data. The first would be the
identification of specific galley mounted flight attendant seat
installations with the carrier, model of airplane, airplane
serial number or registration number, galley and seat part
numbers, and a photograph or drawing of the installation. If
possible, potential problems with galley stowage or other items

4of mass should be included with the data on specific
installations. The FAA will then use this information to review
the use of galley mounted flight attendant seats and to decide
the appropriate corrective action for this type of installation.

The second set of data would be the documentation of in-
service problems with galley mounted flight attendart seats. It
should include the carrier, model of airplane, airplane serial
number or registration number, seat part number, and the date the
problem was initially identified. It is anticipated that it will

u be necessary to report this information for a period of six
months to establish a data base. The FAA will then review this
information and decide if there is sufficient justification to
support further action.

It is anticipated that these two activities will take 18
* months to either conclude that no action is appropriate or to

draft an appropriate NPRM to deal with any identified problems.

Regarding seat belts and shoulder harnesses, a proposal that
seat belts should be designed for quick entry and egress and
should not inflict injury on the flight attendants was made.
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It was noted that flight attendants routinely do not have
adequate advance warning prior to required entry into their seat
restraint system. They are also required to expeditiously egress
from their restraint system during emergency evacuation.
Add-.tionally, it was stated that some restraint 1yote,. Io not
fit; that seat belts hit mid-chest rather than acros. the lap;
or, as on some 747s, the shoulder harness attachment is placed so
high that the harness crosses the sides of the neck or - ce.

The FAA notes that: 1) There are ;Current equiremcnts
for quick-entry capability into restraint systems. 2) The
current requirements in TSO C-22 (seat belts) specify quick
release capability and are considered for seat belts. A draft of
aircraft torso restraint systems is currently under development
and will include quick release connectors and performance
standards for retractors. 3) CAMI has provided data on
acceptable installation criteria for restraints syste,... It was
concluded that the CAMI data should be provided in an advisory
circular. T ie Transport Airplane Certification Directorate will
draft an advisoiy circular on restraint systems and their
installation criteria for public comment within one year.

Additionally, the FAA was asked to consider a requif:cment
* for standardization of seat belts and shoilder harnesseS. it was

offered that standardization of seat belts and shoulder harnesses
will not only cause a more safe environment through uniformity,
but will also protect the airlines and manufacturers who might
hesitate to take the lead in improved flight attendant safety
because of industry competition. The opposing position i that
standardization would restrict design innovation and be counter-
productive. No data were submitted that would support a change
in the regulations. Thus, the FAA plans no action at this time.

There were complaints that flight attendants seated in
galley areas and other areas where items of mass are stcred ntay
be impaired from performing their duties if the items if mass

come free from their restraints. It was proposed that the FAA
retrofit present latch systems to include double latches on
galleys and mass stowage facilities tha( are in the vicinity of

• " flight attendant seating locations.

Although the regulations do not. specifica ly require
secondary latches, the provisions of FtARs 23.7 i5 and 1?1.3 i1 and
Advisory Circular 25.785-1 are considered to adequately address
the flight attendants' conce-ns provided th.: regulations and
guidance are complied with. A survey of se',eral air carriers has

-14 indicated that s;ome carrieLs uo carry latcl es on a oeferr:ed
1maintenance list. If the flight attendants identity a problem

with compliance for a particular air carrier or if they believe
that the maintenmnce deferral is too long, they should notify the
Flight Standards District Office responsible for the carrier.

It was suggested that the FAA should eliminate any injurious
._ objects within striking radius of the flight attendants when they
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are seated. Special emphasis was placed on the latriral
direction. FAR 25.785(a) requires that a person makinq proper
use of each seat and restraint system will not sufter sericus

": injury in an emergency landing as a result of inertial forces
Y. specified in FAR 25.561 (minor crash land'ng). FAP 5.78:(e)

requires that each projectirng object that would inj, re ?-,)--sons
seated or moving about the airplane in normal liiuc nst be
padded.

Although current regulations are c isidered sat -factory to
address the flight attendants' concerr< The TranspoLL :.1 :ane
Certification Directorate will draft a proposal to revise AC

25.785-1 for public ccmment within 18 months to provide more
specific information and guidance regarding acceptable means of
compliance with FAR 25.785.

2. COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT

A suggestion was made that consideration be given to

requiring audio devices that would automatically activate upon
the opening of an emergency exit. For dense smoke conditions,
research has been conductcd by the £AA Civil Aeromedical
Institute to evaluate bot>, light and sound to attract passengers.
Nothing was found to be feasible. The sound could draw the
passenger to a usable or unusable exit. Further, if more than
one sound is initiated, which is highly probable, the passenger
can become disoriented and confused.

The group concluded that automatic sound could cause worse
problems than the safety it would provide. In addition, Lhe FAA

.

is now requiring that floor proximity lighting systems be
installed on transport airplanes. The purpose of this lignting
is to illuminate the path to the exits under smoke conditions.

A requirement for an independently powered public address
system was suggested. Another proposal included a requirement
for an alarm system that would be operable from each flight

attendant station and the cockpit and silenceable from the
activating station.

The consensus of the group was that an audio evacmitiori
alarm offered more problems than benefits and that an
independently powered public address system was the preferred
solution. The FAA already has d regulatory project in progre-,s
that proposes to require an independently powered public address
system. The FAA also considers that a comment related to
requiring switches on public address system handsets is %orth
pursuing. Within one year, the Transport Airplane Ccrtification
Directorate will draft a PART 25 NPRM for Part 25 and/or Part 121

4 to require "deadman" switches on public address system hanc.:.cts.

,J.
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3. EMERGENCY LIGHTING

There was some discussion of requirements for path
marking and emergency lighting standards. In the critoria listed
for escape path marking (FAR 25.812(e), Amendments 25-58 a d 121-

* 183), the stated acceptable means of couspliancc -or floor
proximity lighting needs to be clarified for the public,
particularly the foreign airworthiness authori -ies and

manu facturers. It was stated that e: ier an ainei.-:,ne:i to

25.812-1 or a policy letter from c.e Transport ,irola,,
Certification Directorate would be appreciated. All Working

Group members concurred with this conclusion. The Transport
Airplane Certification Directorate will within one year draft a

proposal to revise AC 25.812-1 to clarify the phrase "iujentify
the emergency escape path and exit" and to include approved
general system guidelines.

Regarding current emergency lighting standards, the

regulations are adequate. However, FAR 25.811(e) allows two
options for Type I and Type A emergency exit handles re:_lative to

the requirements to be self-illuminated or to be corispicuously
located and well illuminated. Both options should be applicable

to all exits and not limited to Type I and Type A handles. All

group members concur with the discussion. The Transport Airplane
"Ceri:ification Directorate will draft a PART 25 NPRM to this

--'- effect w [thiij 6 months.

A criticism of the lighting sch.mes currently used on

aircraft was raised. If one light battery is lost, the lighting
for one door and the aisles leading to that door are effectively

lost. The stated problem would be true no matter where the
battery was located. If the battery is damaged by structural

deformation, it is likely the exit will be inoperable and
therefore there is less need for lights at that location. FAR

25.812(l)(1) requires that after any single transverse vertical

separation of the fuselage, no more than 25 percent of the

emergency lights ar- rendered inoperative, in addition to the
lights that tre directly damaged y the separatin. The FAA

considers that the regulation is adequate.

A suggestion was made that electroluminescence should

replace the use of incandescent lighting systems on aircraft.

The FAA regulations are writLen in general terms, not specifics,

to set design goals. This allows desijn flexibility and
pu rosely does not dictate design. Therefore, the regulations do

not require any particular kind of light. The regulation should
not be changed.

4.°.
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F. AIRPLANE CONFIGURATION

1. ACCESS SPACE

There were a number of topics related to access space at
exits and between certain rows. One topic addresses -he distance
between seat rows at over-wing (Type III) exits. It was
recommended that a minimum distance retween the seat rows be
established.

Airworthiness Notice (AN) 79, issued by the British CAA, was
presented to the Working Group. This AN requires certain changes
to the access to Type III exits on U.K. registered airplanes.

The following comments were offered and discussed. Some
participants felt that 1) the available information from the
British does not substantiate that increased access width will
increase flow, 2) no other data are available, and 3) that the
exit is the orifice and increased access width will not increase
flow. The resulting conclusion of these comments was that the
current rules are satisfactory.

The counterview was that the criteria of AN 79 should be
incorporated into the FARs or that possibly a 20 inch aisle is
needed to aid exit openability and passenger flow.

No consensus could be attained. The FAA does consider that
this issue is worthy of research to determine what effect changes
in access to Type III exits will have on the flow rate through
the exit.

In response to these discussions, the Transport Airplane
Certification Directorate will request that the Civil Aeromedical
Institute conduct tests to evaluate openability and effect of
access width on flow. The results of these tests will be used in
the development of an NPRM on this issue.

There was a recommendation that there should be a minimum
distance established between aft facing flight attendant seats
and forward facing passenger seats. At the request of the
Working Group, the Civil Aeromedical Institute furnished
anthropomorphic data for passenger hand, foot, and head strike
distance. The following comments were offered:

(1) To separate the passenger and fliqht attendant
longitudinally would require quite a bit of lost space.

(2) Require a shoulder harness for the passenger.

(3) What has been the service experience to justify a rule

or advisory circular change?
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(4) The passenger could be offset from the flight
attendant.

It was agreed that AC 25.785-1 should be reviewed and
amended if necessary. This would help assure that the
requirements of FAR 25.785 are complied with. In part, these
require-ents state that a person making proper use of the
facilities will not suffer serious injury as a result of a minor
crash landing. The FAA Transport Airplane Certification
Directorate will review, and, if necessary draft a proposal to
amend, AC 25.781-1 within 18 months.

It was suggested that the rationale that resulted in seat
cushions extending into the projected opening of exits be
reexamined. As discussed by the Working Group, FAR 25.813(c)(1)
does not allow seat cushions to extend into the projected opening
of the exit for a distance from the exit not less than the width
of the narrowest passenger seat installed on the airplane. It
was concluded that this recommendation may have been based on
previous versions of the regulation.

Another recommendation was that FAR 25.807(c)(6), concerning
access to excess exits, should be amended to require that excess
exits meet the same access requirements as those for required
exits. The requirements for excess emergency exits were put into
the regulations by Amendment 25-15, effective October 24, 1967.
The excess exit must comply with FARs 25.809 through 25.812 and
be readily accessible.

The consensus of the Working Group was that there has been
no adverse service experience for the past 18 years and there are
only a very few number of excess exits in operation today.
Therefore, there is no need to change the regulation.

2. AISLES AND EXIT PASSAGEWAYS

The general question of whether aisle widths are adequate
was raised. There were a number of positions on this issue: too
4ide an aisle can cause reduced flow; tests have shown that flow
is better between smooth walls; the present rules are adequate.
The question arose from the possibility of passengers traversing
the toos of seats and then forced to join the flow in the main
aisle at obstructions such as a galley on each side of the aisle.
It was agreed that there is insufficient data or tests to
substantiate a rule change.

It was also suggested that the intent of FAR 25.807(a)(7)(v)
should be clarified--is the purpose of the requirement to allow
one line of passengers to use a serviceable Type A exit and its
slides with minimum interference with another line of evacuees

approaching from the main aisle? It was further suggested that
one way to achieve this objective would be to have the extended
center line of the cross-aisle meet each exit at its center
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point, or between its center point arid the edge that is away from
the main aisle Leading to it.

The regulation requires that the cross-aisle lead directly
to the exit passageway. There has not been any I aricular
problem in deteriLining compliance with this reaul ition. The
Working Group concluded that the regulation is adequ .te ana that
advisory material is not necessary.

. The FAA has reviewed this issue s'._:;equent to he Working
Group meetings and does not concur thaL advisory maLerial is not
required. Within 18 months, the Transport Airplane Certification
Directorate will draft a proposed advisory circular for public
comment clarifying FAR 25.807(a)(7)(v).

It was suggested that guidance material be developed to
discuss the location of the flight attendant assist space
adjacent to the floor level emergency exits. There are possible
configurations where the flight attendant might better assist
when positioned away from the immediate vicinity of the exit,
such as those cases in which the view of the cabin by the flight
attendant next to the exit is shadowed by a galley, lavatory or
wind screen. It was decided that the flight attendant should be
located next to the exit during the time the passengers are
exiting. When the supply of passengers dries up, the flight
attendant can step back to the main aisle to observe the rest of
the airplane. Therefore, there is no need to take any action on
this subject.

3. UNUSUAL AIRPLANE DESIGNS

It was suggested that criteria for multi-deck airplanes be
added to the regulations. The criteria should be similar to that
of the 747 special conditions for the upper deck configurations.

After reviewing the various 747 special conditions, it was
determined by the FAA that the time and effort involved to
process a rule would not be justified. Further, a new
application could be considerably different from the 747

configuration such that special conditions woula still be
necessary.

It was suggested that criteria relative to passenger
emergency evacuation be developed for prop-fan airplanes. It was
determined that the rules currently in Part 25 were adequate,
particularly FAR 25.733(d).
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G. ATTENDANCE LIST

DESIGN AND CERTIFICATION WORKING GROUP MEETINGS

NOVEMBER 18-22, 1985

FEBRUARY 4-6, 1986

ATTENDANCE LIST

NAME AFFILIATION/ORGANIZATION

Vern Ballenqer Air Transport Association of

America (ATA), Washington, D.C.

Tony Bonanno FAA, ANM-130L, Long Beach, CA

William Beebe ATA - Delta Airlines

Gale Braden FAA, ASF-300, Washington, D.C.

Henri Branting FAA, AWS-100, Washington, D.C.

David Britton United States Air Force ASD/AFEE

Roger Brooks Airline Pilots Association (ALPA)

Richard F. Chandler FAA/CAMI, AAM-119

John Clark ATA - American Airlines

J.D. Collier ATA, Washington, D.C.

Kirke Comstock ATA - United Airlines

Rick Cremer FAA, AFS-220, Washington, D.C.

Fred W. Crenshaw FAA, AFS-300, Washington, D.C.

Jim Danaher NTSB, TE-10, Washington, D.C.

* Jean-Paul Deneuville DGAC, Paris, France

C.L. Dickinson Allied Pilots Association (APA)

Yves Dorin DGAC-STPA, France

Arnold Ehneter Aerospace Industries Association of
America (AIA) - Boeing, Seattle, WA

David Eckert AIA - Boeing, Seattle, Washington
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ATTENDANCE LIST(CONT)

NAME AFFILIATION/ORGANIZATION

Wayne Gallimore International Association of

Machinists and Aero)space Workers
(IAMAW), Burlingame, CA

Don Gonder FAA, Seattle, WA

Gary Goodwin FAA, -.m-270S, Seattle, WA

Ian Goodyear AIA - Douglas Aircraft

Bill Hendricks FAA, AVS-2, Washington, D.C.

Fred Jenkins FAA, ANM-130L, Long Beach, CA

Daniel Johnson Interaction Research, Olympia, WA

Dick Johnson FAA Tech Center, Atlantic City
Airport

Peter Kavaloski AIA - Lockheed, California Co.

Toni Ketchell Independent Union of Flight
Attendants - Association of
Professional Flight Attendants

(IUFA-APRA), Dallas, TX

Dick Livingston International Airline Passenger
Association (IAPA)

Ed McNeil FAA, ANM-270L, Long Beach, CA

Werner Muenster MBB - Commercial Aircraft, Hamburg,
Germany

. Mike Oswald ALPA, Kirkland, WA

Andrew Palmer British Airways, England

Donnell Pollard FAA/CAMI, AAC-119, Washington, D.C.

Ron Refenberg ALPA, Leucadia, CA

W.T. Reiners APA, Brentwood, TN

Paul R. Robinson ALPA, Marietta, GA

V Lowell Roemke B.F. Goodrich, Akron, OH

Ronda Ruderman Society of Automotive Engineers,
SAE-S9 Committee, Seattle, WA
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ATTENDANCE LIST(CONT)

NAME AFFILIATION/ORGANIZATION

Dennis W. Schroll United States Air Force, ASD/ENECE,
Wright/Patterson AFB

Dan Smith IAPA, Irving, TX

Bill Shook AIA - Douglas Aircraft Co.

Hans Tappendorff Association of European Airlines
(AEA), Seattle, WA

Jodi Thompson Joint Council of Flight Attendants

Frank Tiangsing FAA, ANM-130L, Long Beach, CA

Martin S. Vanstone International Federation of Airline
Pilots Associations (IFALPA),
Vancouver, Canada

George Veryioglou AIA - Boeing, Seattle, WA

Steven Vincent Airline Flight Attendants (AFA)

Lionel C. Virr Civil Aviation Authority, United
Kingdom

Ray Walder International Air Transport
Association (IATA), Canada

Ivor A. Williams British Aerospace, England

Roger Young FAA, Seattle, WA
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IV. TRAINING AND OPERATIONS WORKING GROUP

A. INTRODUCTION

On September 3, 1985, the FAA convened the Publi Technical
Conference in Seattle, Washington, for the purpose of scLiciting
and reviewing information from the pub) ic on a variety of topics
related to the emergency evacuation of transport category
airplanes. The items pertaining to training and operations that
were discussed at this conference covered four general
categories: 1) crewmember training; 2) number, location, and
duties of flight attendants; 3) passenger safety information; and
4) air carrier operations. The conference provided a forum for
the FAA to gather information and for interested parties to
express views and exchange information. At the conference, the
FAA established the Training and Operations Working Grcup.

The working group was open to the public and consisted of
approximately 40 individuals representing flight attendants,
flight crewmembers, airline operations, and airline passenger
interest groups. A list of participants is included at the eno
of this section. These individuals had either indicated at the
conference an interest in being on the working group or had
subsequently asked to participate.

An agenda of discussion items for the working group was
assembled by reviewing the transcript of the Public Technical
Conference. The agenda consisted of four major categories of
issues. These were: 1) crewmember training; 2) number,
location, and duties of flight attendants; 3) passenger safcry
information; and 4) air carrier operations.

The Training and Operations Working Group was chartered to
develop specific recommendations in the four areas described
above. The types of actions that were recommended include
rulemaking, development of advisory material, or changes to
methods of finding compliance with existing rules. However, the
Office of Flight Standards will also work with the Design and
Certification Working Group in the preparation of the Advisory
Circular (AC) on evacuation demonstrations concerning those parts
pertaining to use of crewmembers and crew training.

To achieve this result, the working group first reviewed the
concerns and information aired at the technical conference in
Seattle. Second, in preparing its recommendations, the group
decided which actions on the part of the FAA would be the most
effective and the most responsive to these concerns.

The group attempted to achieve a consensus of position on a
could not be reached, coalitions of differing opinions prepared

and submitted their positions in writing for the FAA to consider.
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B. CREWNEMBER TRAINING

1. MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS

(a) Initial Training

A recommendation was made that the FAA should monitor total
compliance with the FARs for initial training and stress
compliance with FAR 121.417(c) which requires each crewmember to
operate emergency equipment once each 24 calendar months,
including: emergency exists, fire extinguishers, emergency oxygen
systems, slides, individual flotation equipment and to
participate in drills, including evacuation procedures. A
recommendation was also made that the FAA should clarify the
meaning of "individual instruction" as required by FAR
121.417(b). FAR Section 121.433(b)(5) states, in part, that no
certificate holder may conduct a check or any training in
operations except for the following checks and training required
by this part or the certificate holder, including flight
attendant training and competence checks. However, there were
no recommendations as to the specific wording or definitions.

There was no consensus of the group as to the adequacy of
the current FARs as they pertain to crewmember training. Some of
the group expressed the opinion that existing regulations were
inadequate and/or needed clarifying while other members believed
that the regulations were adequate as written.

The group did not make formal recommendations; however, the
working group asked if the FAA could provide guidance in these
areas, and the FAA is in the process of developing an AC for
flight attendant training. This AC will provide guidance to the

p public, as well as to FAA personnel, and will contain guidance on
all training subjects. It is a mid-term project and should be
completed by May 1987.

(b) Transition Training

Some members of the working group recommended that the FAA
amend its regulations to ensure that flight attendants moving
Vrom one airline to another undergo the regular, approved
training program of the receiving airline without reductions in
hours. In addition, transition training (FAR 121.421) should not
oe approved by the FAA unless it provides for a minimum of 4
,:lassroom hours, including hands-on training on each type of exit
in the normal and emergency modes aboard the acquired aircraft.
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There was not a consensus among group members on this issue.
Other members believed that existing regulations and standards
are adequate. FAR Section 121.421 contains the requireT;ents for
transition training. This regulation requires, in p- t that
flight attendants' transition training include: the " t.v-rity of
the pilot-in-command, passenger handling, a generai Jescription
of the airplane which emphasizes emergency evacuation and in-
flight emergency procedures, the use oF public address systems,
proper use of electrical galley equ';ment, and a ccpetence
check. The regulation does not speak to the number cf hours
required in transition training.

The FAA believes that the proposed AC on evacuation
demonstrations (which will address training of crewmembers used
in evacuation demonstrations) and the AC on flight attendant
training will adequately cover the requirements and provide
enough guidelines to address the concerns regarding transition
training.

(c) Recurrent Training

The Association of Flight Attendants submitted written
recommendations suggesting that the FAA issue a directive to its
inspectors prohibiting them from approving less than 12 hours of
recurrent classroom training at airlines operating three or more
aircraft types and programs providing less than 9 hours of
classroom recurrent training. Further, the Association of Flight
Attendants recommended that flight attendants receive the
recurrent training required under Section 121.417(c) on an annual
basis instead of once every 24 months.

Section 121.417(c) addresses drills required every 24
months. Recurrent training of flight attendants is required
every 12 months under Section 121.433(c)(ii) with pictorial
displays, discussions, lectures, and other training techniques
supplementing the drills required every 24 months. Many members
of the work group indicated they thought that present training
standards were adequate. The proposed AC will address the
importance of classroom time and provide guidelines for the
reduction of classroom time below the number presently required
by Section 121.427(c)(3) which requires that recurrent ground
training for flight attendants (unless reduced under Section
121.405) be 4 hours for reciprocating powered airplanes, 5 hours
for turbo-propeller powered airplanes, an'd 12 hours for jet
aircraft.
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2. ADEQUACY OF TRAINING REQUIRED BY FAR 121.417

2 (a) Home Study vs. Hands-on Training

Some members of the group recommended that the FAP clarify
the meaning of "performed . . . emergency drills" and "actually
operate . . . equipment" under FAR 121.417 for each type of
equipment listed in the regulation. They Aso recommended that
the FAA issue a statement indicating what topics are too
important to be covered in take-home materials under recurrent
training, that hands-on drills replace written exams whenever
feasible, and that simulation drills be more realistic, perhaps
even duplicating actual past emergencies. They stated further
that home study should never replace classroom training.

They also recommended that the FAA amend FAR 121.417(c)(4)
to eliminate the provision that permits carriers to use
demonstrations alone to train crewmembers for certain emergency
situations. The amendment would require the performance of
drills in the operation and use of emergency exits.

Finally, those members recommended that, for transitional
and recurrent training, there should be hands-on training with
all emergency equipment, actual door operation, and emergency
procedure training. FAA inspectors should ensure that this
traininu involves actual removal of emergency equipment from
brackets, and instruction in the location, operation, and use of
each type of oxygen system. FAA inspectors should also ensure
that air carriers operating applicable Boeing 727 aircraft
include emergency procedures for operation of the ventral
airstair door in their training programs for cabin crews. The
sequence and procedure for a planned practice emergency should be
identical to that which is to be used in an actual emergency.

The group did not reach a consensus on these subjects. Some
members believed that the existing regulations, standards, and
policies are adequate and were firm in their resolve that there
is no safety justification for amending existing regulations.
The existing FAR S121.417(c) requires drills and actual operation
of emergency equipment during initial training and once each 24
months. In the case of the B-727 ventral exit, FAR 121.417(c)(1)
requires each type of emergency exit to be opened in normal and
emergency mode. The certificate holder should make use of all
available exi.ts when formulating evacuation procedures;
therefore, all crewmembers should be trained on the use of these
exits in applicable B-727s.

The FAA believes that drills and situations which require
that crewmembers actually operate the equipment are extremely
important; however, some subjects may be reviewed and learned
through the use of "take-home" exercises. The proposed AC on
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flight attendant training will provide guidance to the public and
to the inspectors regarding which subjects are appropriate for
"take-home" exercises and provide suggestions for ensuring these
subjects are adequately covered.

(b) Wet Ditching Training

Some members of the group recommended that FAR 121.417 be
amended regarding ditching training. Presently, Section 121.417
requires that every 12 months each crewmember receive instruction
in the handling of ditching and other evacuation situations and
that each 24 months, crewmembers perform an emergency drill which
includes the actual donning and inflation of life preservers,
deployment, inflation and detachment of each type of slide/raft
pack, use of life-lines and the boarding of occupants into a raft
or a slide/raft pack. The proposal was to amend Section 121.417
to include demonstrated minimum proficiency in the operation of
water survival equipment by all crewmembers on carriers

*conducting passenger service in extended overwater operations.
This training would be conducted in a deep water environment
(a depth of 8 feet or more) and would include such activities as:

- Directing passenger evacuation in a ditching situation;

- Donning of life preservers both in and out of the
water;

Deployment of raft, slide/raft combinations (would

include removing life rafts from storage compartments);

- Directing and marshaling survivors;

- Demonstrating proficiency in boarding rafts from the
water and getting passengers aboard the raft;

- Demonstrating proficiency in operation of any survival
equipment carried, with emphasis on Emergency Locator
Transmitter operation in rough water conditions and
operation of flare signaling devices.

They also recommended that the FAA amend FAR 121.417 to
include basic water-survival training as a part of initial and
recurrent training for all flight crews. This training would
emphasize coordination between flight and cabin crews with little
or no pre-water contact preparation time. It would provide for
post-crash survival training including, but not limited to,
operation of all water survival equipment on board the aircraft,
prevention of hypothermia, and crew leadership.

Regarding the frequency of this type of training, one
suggestion was to require proficiency in actual water conditions
on a one-time basis in initial training. For current flight
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crewmembers, this one-time water training would be required
during recurrent training. Another suggestion was to require a
wet ditch every 5 years.

Again, there was not a consensus of the group as to these
recommendat ions. Some group members believe that the extremely
low occurrence of water incidents/accidents shows that there is
no need for actual in-water training.

--"' The FAA does believe that some of these recommendations may
have merit and will consider establishing a regulatory project
that would propose to amend FAR 121.417 to require actual in-
water training for crewmembers. The FAA recognizes that the use
of flotation equipment in an actual water environment is a
learning experience difficult to simulate in a non-water training
facility.

(c) Fire Training

Some members of the group recommended that FAR 121.417(c)(2)
be clarified to actually require extinguishinq a fire or, at a
minimum, to require the deployment of extinguishers.

The current requirement pertinent to fire and/or fire
extinguishers contained in 121.417(c)(2) requires actual
operation of each type of fire extinguisher. The group also
recommended that flight attendants have actual experience in a
"smoke-filled" cabin for initial training. And finally, they
recommended that the FAA should require that Airplane Flight
Manuals, Air Carrier Flight Operations Manuals, and Flight
Attendant Manuals be amended to include comprehensive discussions
and illustrations showing the proper use of a fire ax and the
locations in each model of aircraft operated where a fire ax can
be used safely to gain access to a fire or smoke emission source.

The group also recommended that the FAA require that Air
Carrier Principal Operations Inspectors review the training
programs of their respective carriers, and if necessary, specify
that they be amended to emphasize requirements:

- for flight crews to take immediate and aggressive

action to determine the source and severity of any reported cabin
fire and to begin an emergency descent for landing or ditching if
the source and severity of the fire are not positively and

*quickly determined, or if immediate extinction is not assured;

- for flight attendants to recognize the urgency of

informing flight crews of the location, source, and severity of
any fire or smoke within the cabin; and,

- for both flioht crews and flight attendants to be
knowledgeable of the proper methods of aggressively attacking a
cabin fire by including hands-on training in the donning of
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protective breathing equipment, the use of the fire ax to gain
access to the source of the fire through interior panels that can
be penetrated without risk of essential aircraft components, and
the discharge of an appropriate hand fire extinguisher on an
actual fire.

There was not a consensus among the group members as to
these recommendations. FAR 121.417 requires, in part, that
crewmember emergency training conducted each 12 months provide
instruction in emergency assignments and procedures, including
coordination among crewmembers and individual instruction in the
location, function, and operation of emergency equipment
including portable fire extinguishers, with emphasis on the type
of extinguisher to be used on different classes of fires and
instruction in handling emergency situations including fire
in-flight, or on the surface, and smoke control procedures with
emphasis on electrical equipment and related circuit breakers
found in cabin areas including all galleys, service centers,
lifts, lavatories, and movie screens. It also requires review
and discussion of previous aircraft accidents and incidents
pertaining to actual emergency situations.

The FAA currently has a regulatory project underway that
will address the issues of hands-on training for fire equipment
and protective breathing equipment. This proposed regulation
would amend the existing crewmember emergency training
requirements of FAR 121.417.

With respect to the subject of using a fire ax to gain
access to a fire, this has been the subject of a recent NTSB
safety recommendation. The FAA, in response to the NTSB, has
stated its concerns over crewmembers chopping holes in an
aircraft's sidewall when there may be a multitude of plumbing in
the vicinity of the chopping (e.g. fuel lines, electrical,
hydraulic, flight controls, etc.). Rather, the FAA believes it
would be better for crewmembers, after identifying smoke or fire,
to attack the situation with available equipment through existing
openings and at the same time land the aircraft at the next
appropriate airport and have the problem resolved on the ground.

(d) First Aid Training

The Association of Flight Attendants submitted a written
recommendation requesting that the FAA, through rulemaking,
develop a minimum number of hours of training for first aid in
consultation with appropriate emergency care groups. This
training should be separate from current recurrent training
requirements.

During the Training and Operations Working Group meeting,
some of the participants indicated they would provide additional
information regarding the need for additional first aid training
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and that thq.y would submit suggestions lot joint [light/cabin

crew training in specific areas. These patticipants have not
submitteu written recommendations.

No data were introduced during any of the meetings nor were

any submitted in writing which would indicate the current first

aid training is not adequate. Further, all evidence indicates

that since present first aid training (as opposed to emergency

medical technician training) is adequate, and therefore, no

regulatory activity is anticipated. However, an Advisory
Circular regarding air carrier first aid programs is in the final

stages of preparation and has been sent to the Office of Aviation
Medicine for comment.

(e) Security Training

The Association of Flight Attendants recommended that the
FAA ensure that any increase in recurrent security training is
not implemented at the expense of classroom training on regular
subjects.

The Security Training program of an airline is approved by

the Principal Security Inspector (PSI). When the Principal
Inspector assigned to a certificate approves a training program,
the approval is based on many things including: an assessment of
the operator's procedures, routes, equipment, physical plant, and

experience. Security training presently given does not reduce
the amount of time devoted to emergency training.

(f) Operations of the Public Address System

Some members of the group recommended that the FAA amend FAR

121.417 to include megaphones as items of emergency equipment
that crewmembers must actually operate during initial and
recurrent training procedures. Also, recurrent training programs

should contain instructions on the use of the public address

system.

FAR 121.417(b) requires each crewmember have individual
instruction in the location, function, and operation of emergency
equipment, and 121.309 lists emergency equipment which must be

part of the aircraft equipment for aircraft in Part 121
operations. Subparagraph 121.309(f) specifies megaphones as part

of the required equipment. Therefore, crewmembers must have
individual instruction in the location, function, and operation

of this required emergency equipment. In addition,
FAR ll.421(a)(2)(ii) specifies that initial and transition
q round training for flight attendants must include instruction in
the use of both the public adidress system and the means of
communicating with the other flight crewmembers.
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The FAA will address the subject of megaphones and public
address system training in the proposed AC on flight attendant
training. In the AC, the importance of the megaphone and public
address/interphone communication systems will be stressed. In
addition, the proposed AC will stress the fact that FAR
121.415(y)(1) stipulates that each training program must insure
that each crewmember remains adequately trained.

(g) Training on Personality and Behavior of Passengers

Another recommendation was to require airlines to include,
during initial and recurrent flight attendant training programs,
information on how personality and behavior of passengers can be
manifested in non-routine and emergency situations; and to
provide instruction on how flight attendants can compensate for
these interpersonal dynamics when they must assign duties to
passengers in emergencies. Training should also be given to
flight attendants on how to improve the motivation of passengers
to pay attention to the oral briefings and to the demonstrations
regardinq safety features of the aircraft.

FAR 121.417 requires training of crewmembers regarding
abnormal situations involving passengers and crew. FAR 121.421
requires flight attendants, during initial and transition
training, to have traininq on handling passengers. The FAA
believes that this and the requirement for additional security
training adequately addresses the issue of "required" training on
passenger reaction problems. However, the proposed AC on Flight
Attendant training will address passenger behavior in emergency
situations and the proposed AC on Passenger Information will
provide suggestions about making briefings more dynamic.

3. JOINT CREW TRAINING

Some members of the group recommended that pilots should
receive thorough training on cabin FARs to ensure cockpit/cabin
crew coordination. Some also suggest that there should be joint
training with pilots and ground fire fighting and emergency
crews. It was also recommended that the FAA should establish
requirements for intercarrier crew compositions to assure that
adequate training and standardization of emergency procedures

*" have been accomplished in all facets of the operation.

There was not a consensus among the group members on these
issues. Some members of the group pointed out that flight crews
are well aware of cabin FARs and that FAR 121.417 already
requires crew coordination training. FAR 121.417 states, in part,
that emergency training must provide instruction in emergency
assignments and procedures including coordination among crew
members. In addition, while Flight Attendant safety
representatives and emergency procedures instructors may possess
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more Knowledge of pertinent FARs than the averatce line flight
crewmember, cabin safety en route inspect ion reports and
inspector experience indicate that many times it is the flight
crew member, especially the pilot-in-command who exhibits the
most complete knowledge of the applicable FARs. Furthermore, the
logistics of trying to train pilots and flight attendants at the
same time and place are difficult at best. The FAA will provide
guidelines regarding crew coordination training and emphasizing
the authority and responsibility of the pilot-in-command in the
proposed AC on Flight Attendant Training.

4. ASSESSMENT OF CREW PERFORMANCE

Some group members recommended that the FAA establish a
procedure to require air carrier management to create and
implement a system that would provide a method for continual
assessment of the pilot-in-command's performance in executing
management's operational control responsibility. In addition,
the FAA should review and revise, where necessary, the operations
manuals of air carriers to clearly state management's operational
control procedures with regard to the pilot-in-command and other
crewmembers and the manner in which each crewmember is expected
to execute his duty.

This recommendation was not supported by many of the group
members. Many airlines and crewmember associations have
procedures for peer review. In addition, air carrier inspectors
are asked to monitor crew coordination and other aspects of crew
behavior when conducting en route inspections. At this time,
there does not appear to be a problem in this area which can be
documented to the extent that would require regulatory action.
The proposed AC on Flight Attendant Training will provide
guidelines regarding the responsibility, authority and role of
the pilot-in-command in cabin safety.

5. FAA ACTIONS ON FLIGHT ATTENDANT TRAINING ISSUES

The Office of Flight Standards sponsors periodic Cabin
Safety Workshops at the FAA's Civil Aeromedical Institute in
Oklahoma City. During these workshops, many of the issues raised
by the Training and Operations Work Group are addressed. The
purpose of the cabin safety workshops is to provide emergency
procedures instructors, safety representatives, FAA inspectors
and others with cabin safety responsibilities with the most
recent FAA information on cabin safety. The workshop discussions
are led by researchers from the Protection and Survival
Laboratory and include: research in protective breathing
equipment, time of useful consciousness, seat and restraint
system use and design, water survival techniques, flotation
equipment, over water equipment, protective brace positions,
aircraft evacuation techniques, emergency lighting, communication
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in emergency situations, crash injury protection, infant/child
restraint systems, and recent accident/incidents. In addition,
with the coordination and cooperation of the Air Transportation
Division discussions are also conducted which include: FAA cabin
safety enroute inspection findings alnd rocedures; .AA pol icy and
guidance on crewmember traininq in !;uch arecas as fire safety,
crew coordination, authority of the pi lot-in-copmand, ,assenger
education, passenger behavior and recent regUlatory activity.
This program requires the cooperation of many people at all
levels of the FAA and provides an example of the FAA providing
current information to the public.

These small-group workshops have been attended by over 1,000
people, many of whom have reported they made changes in their
manuals and procedures following these sessions. Flight
Standards will continue to encourage open discussions regarding
current cabin safety issues during these workshops.

The proposed Advisory Circular on Flight Attendant Training

will address several areas including:

- guidelines for reduction of the number of programea
hours;

- time devoted to transition training;

- the meaning of "individual instruction";

- the meaning of "competence check";

- the meaning of "performed emergency drills";

- the meaning of "actually operate";

- the meaning of "deployment and use of fire
extinguishers";

S-- the appropriate subjects for use in take-home
materials;

- the management of subjects used in take-home materials;

- guidance on training in the operation of slide/rafts;

- guidance on training in prevention and control of in-
flight fires;

- traininq on the use of public address/interphones;

-' training on the use of megaphones;

anticipated types of passenger behavior in emergency
situations;

- crew coordination;
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responsibiility and authority of tli' [-i l4 -i -coIdI a;
they relate to cabin safety;

emphasize that all traininq progrtam! :Ali ld en'lUrke that
crewmembers stay adequately trained.

In addition, there is an AC in final stages rcg>iroing
airline first aid programs. This proposed AC addresses air
carriers' first aid programs, including training.

C. FLIGHT ATTENDANTS: NUMBER, DUTIES, LOCATION

1. NUMBER

Several issues were raised regarding the number of flight

attendants present during various air carrier operations. One
recommendation was that under no circumstances should an airline
be allowed to reduce the number of flight attendants on an
aircraft by blocking passenger seats; the number of flight
attendants used to certify a particular type and model aircraft
should be the required number of flight attendants to operate the
aircraft regardless of the number of passengers aboard. Another
proposal called for the FAA to enforce its interpretation
requiring all flight attendants to be onboard the aircraft during
boarding and deplaning. A recommendation was also made to
reinstate the previously effective FAR 121.391, which required
two flight attendants for more than 44 pass-ngers, without any

"* waivers, exemptions, or deviations (as allowed under Exemption
1108B).

Present interpretations do not allow the blocking of seats

in order to reduce the number of flight attendants. The FAA at
present interprets 121.391 to require a full complement of

flight attendants at originating stations during passenger
boarding and a full complement of flight attenuants at

termination station during deplaning of passengers. A full
complement of flight attendants as required by FAR 121.391(a) is
one flight attendant for airplanes having a seating capacity of
more than nine but less than 51 passengers; for airplanes having

a seating capacity of more than 50 but less than 101 passenger -
two flight attendants; for airplanes having a seating capacity of
more than 100 passengers - two flight attendants plus one
additional flight attendant for each unit (or part of a unit) of

50 passenger seats above a seating capacity of 100 passengers.

At intermediate stops when passengers are on board, there is

a a requirement that flight attendants also be on board. However,
the number of flight attendants may be reduced in accoroance with
the provisions stipulated in 121.391(c). The FAA is aware of the
confusion which exists over the interpretations of the conditions

when the number of flight attendants can be reduced during
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interme diate s.tops and, consequeut I1/, has e:stablished a
regulatory proj, ct that will propo,;(s to amend the regulation il
order to clarify the conditions when the number of required
[light attendants can be reduced. Empirical evidence has not
been brought tu light that indicates the need for two flight
attendants in air-raft operating with fewer than 50 passenger
seats. The service experience under current regulations, which
call for one flight attendant for from nine to 50 passengers, has
been favorable.

2. DUTIES

A suggestion was made that the FAA should require that air
carriers designate the flight attendant(s) who will be
responsible for use of the megaphone(s) during an evacuation.

Research of accident/incident files does not reveal use of
megaphones during these occurrences even in cases when the
miegaphone was located immediately adjacent to the flight
attendant seat and when subsequent testing revealed adequate
flight attendant knowledge regarding the location and use of the
inegaphones.

Under current regulations and practices, airlines assign

crewmember evacuation duties in accordance with 9121.397. FAR
121.397 requires certificate holders assign to eacnh category of
required crewmember the necessary functions to be performed in an
emergency situation requiring emergency evacuation. A review of
a sample of Flight Attendant manuals reveals that carriers'
procedures usually have one flight attendant assigned to evacuate
the airplane with the megaphone. In the case when one aircraft
is equipped with more than one megaphone, a crewmember is
assigned to evacuate the aircraft with each megaphone.

As previously stated, a review of aircraft evacuation
histories contained in the FAA Civil Aeromedical Institute (CAMI)
Cabin Safety Data Bank for a 10-year period reveals only one
occurrence in which even an attempt was made to use the
megaphones. Since most airlines already have procedures

assigning flight attendant responsibility for megaphones and
since there is no service experience to indicate that when the

responsibility is not assigned a serious injury or fatality has
occurred, the FAA does not see the need for a regulation

requiring the assignment of a specific Flight Attendant to a
nmegaphone. However, the FAA will continue to monitor accidents,

incidents, and flight attendant assigned emergency evacuation
duties to evaluate the need for a regulation which would require

the assignment of specific flight attendants to specific
megaphones in emergency situations. The proposed AC on Flight
ittendant Training will address the training of Flight Attendants
to use the megaphones.
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3. LOCATION

An issue was raised regarding the distribution of flight
attendants. The proposal was that flight attendants should be so
distributed within the cabin as to assure safe evacuation of
passengers should the injury or fatality of one flight attendant
during the impact sequence render him partially or fully
incapacitated; two flight attendants, offering leadership and
assistance from all available window exits and the main cabin
door, would expedite any evacuation.

When an airplane operates with more than one flight
attendant, the FAA requires the flight attendants be evenly
distributed when feasible and when their seat assignments for
takeoff and landing are the same as those used in the evacuation
demonstrations. Present regulations require flight attendant
seats to be evenly distributed at floor level exits. FAR
25.785(h) states, in part, that flight attendant seats in
passenger compartments must be near required floor level
emergency exits, while FAR 121.311(d) requires each flight to
have a seat for takeoff and landing that meets the requirements
of 25.785. The FAA based the decision to locate flight attendant
seats at floor level exits on research and tests which indicate
the passenger flow rate to be significantly higher at these
exits. It is believed that getting these "more efficient" doors

* opened and used in an evacuation will enable more occupants to
rapidly egress the aircraft. It has been suggested that when the
number of required flight attendants exceeds the number of
required exits, that once the required exits are covered, the
additional flight attendants should be seated in the vicinity of
the non-floor level exits. Based on the fact that existing
empirical data show the much greater efficiency of floor level
exits, it appears that a change in the present regulation is not
advisable. However, should examination of future data reveal
that passenger egress times can be reduced by moving one of the
"extra" required flight attendants to a location away from the
floor level exits, the FAA will consider appropriate action at

*that time.

D. EQUIPMENT ISSUES

1. FLIGHT ATTENDANT SEATS

Some participants of the working group recommended that in
order that all flight attendants may perform their safety-related

functions, secondary flight attendant jump seats, (i.e., those
*" passenger seats which are designated for flight attendants who

are in addition to the required flight attendant complement)
should have the same provisions as the primary flight attendant
seats (i.e. full restraint systems and communication capability).
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The PARs have no requirement for numbers of flight
attendants beyond those required by FAIH 121.391. FAR 121.391, in
part, requires for airplanes with over nine passenger seats, that

'* there be one flight attendant for each 50 passenger seat unit.
An air carrier may use "extra" flight attendants for various
purposes, such as passenger service activities. These "e-tra"
fIight attendants are not required by the FARs and may or may not
be trained or qualified. The flight attendants, who are not part
of the complement required by 121.391 must not be assigned
safety-related duties in such a manner that their presence
econmes necessary, and these extra flight attendants may occupy a

designated flight attendant seat or any seat in the passenger
compartment that the air carrier's needs dictate. The FAA-
required flight attendants must occupy seats that meet the
requirements of FAR 25.785(h). FAR 25.785(h) states, in part,
that flight attendants seats must be located at floor level
exits, be equipped with a shoulder harness, provide a direct view
of the cabin, must have an energy absorbing rest, and must be
positioned so that when not in use they will not interfere with
passageways and exits. If the FAA were to require that any seat
occupied by a non-required flight attendant meet the same
standards as designated flight attendant seats than seats which
may be used by passenger on some flights would have to be
equipped with such things as shoulder harnesses and energy
absorbing rests. In addition, they would have to provide a
direct view of the cabin. This might, in fact, encouraqe
airlines to decide not to put additional flight attendants (over
the amount required by 121.391) on some equipment. In addition,
all seats must meet FAA standards, so in essence, these
"additional" flight attendants are being provided the same
protection as passengers. Since they cannot be assigned duties
which makes their presence necessary, the FAA believes this
protection is sufficient.

2. SLIDES AND SLrDE/RAFTS

A proposal was made to amend FAR 121.310 so that all floor-
level slides are designed to inflate automatically. As discussed
by the Design and Certification Workinq Group, the installation
of automatic deployment and inflation slides on all doors would
.ncrease aircraft evacuation efficiency by reducing the time to
produce a useable evacuation device. Slide manufacturers have
service information and the required parts to convert non-
automatic slides to automatic slides. The opposing viewpoint is
that there will be an increase in inadvertent slide inflations
when automatic slides are installed on all doors. (For the FAA
position on this issue, refer to Section III L.)

(one issue raised indicated that wide-body aircraft
slide/rafts are too complicated to operate; they should be like
the more easily operated narrow-body aircraft slide/rafts. As
discussed by the Design and Certification WJorking Group, when

installed, these slide/rafts are required to be plainly marked as
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to their me thod of ol)erat ion and to haye c I ol I y niiar ket opei at inq
instruction!; (FAR 2 5.[5161 ). In addition, there i., a reqiiirement
that the :Iide/rafts ie easily tran:;l(rr(d by not more than two
persons. Aircraft certification requirements are considered
satistactory. Inservice reliability can be addressed better by
the srvice ditficulty and airworthiness directive processes.
The Office of Flight Standards is currently working on a proposal
to require reporting of slide deployment failures (refer to
Section V for additional information). The subject of crew
training in the use of slide/rafts and life rafts will be
addresseu in the FAA's proposed flight attendant training
Advisory Circular.

The Advisory Circular on Flight Attendant Training will
provide guidance regarding training on the portability of
slide/rafts and importance of training on the operation of
slide/rafts used on wide bodied aircraft.

A suggestion was made to require the modification of all
slides to add quick-detachable girts to facilitate their use as

V emergency flotation aevices. As discussed by the Design and
Certification Working Group, evacuation slides have proven to be
useful as flotation devices during an unplanned ditching
situation, when slides were able to be released from the
aircraft. It was proposed that all slides be equipped with

V quick-detachable girts to facilitate their use as an emergency
flotation device. For FAA action on this issue, see the Design
and Certification Group's Section III D.)

E. PASSENGER SAFETY INFORMATION

A number of comments, suggestions, and recormmendations were
made regarding the passenger information system. Proposals' were
made that would require some sort of testing for passenger
comprehension to ensure that the briefings were conveying their
message properly by determininq whether these persons are able to
perform the actions described, such as using the supplemental
oxygen system, life preservers, and exit doors.

Several recommendations on changes in the content of the
oriefinas and cards were made. These included the following:
adults donning oxygen masks before placing masks on accompanying
children; fastening an adult size life preserver or personal
flotation device on a child; and brace positions for children.

Another proposal was to amena Part 121 to require, on
airplanes that are equipped with life preservers, that the safety
briefinqs include demonstrations of how to open the life
preserver's sealed protective pouch. In addition, a
recommendation was set forth to amend FAR 121.571 to state that
the appropriate crewmember must physically point out the location
of all emergency exits on each aircraft prior to takeoff.
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Also included in these recommendations was a requirement to

amend Part 121 to require pre-landing safety announcements to
reinforce the pfe-takeoff briefin-s on release of seatbelts, the

location of exits, the location and operation of life preservers
(in the case of overwater landinos), and to urge passengers to
refer to safety cards prior to landing. Yet another suggestion
was to generally "toughen" the language used in passenger safety
brief ings.

Along with various suggestions on briefing content, there
were also recommendations on briefing method. A suggestion was
made to conduct research in the application of communication

techniques, behavioral sciences, and optimum learning situations.
Another suggestion was made to incorporate audio-visual materials
in the briefing. Another was to develop a program to test the
feasibility, effectiveness, and passenger acceptance of providing
safety briefing information in airport terminal gate areas, and
of providing printed safety information on or inside the ticket

envelopes. Another recommendation was that the emergency
instructions for the individual airplane should be displayed on
the back of the seats at the passenger's eye level to provide

.added assurance that the passenger is fully aware of vital safety
and survival information.

A proposal was made to require that automiatically activatea
safety messages be used for explaining the operation of thc
supplemental oxygen systems following loss or cabin

pressurization in all newly manufactured air carrier airplanes
and, after a specified date, in all other air carrier airplanes
that operate under 14 CFR 121. Furthermore, the FAA should,
according to one proposal, explore the feasibility of providing

public service messages in the media which acquaint air travelers
with safety features aboard air carrier aircraft.

Also, it is recommended that the FAA revise, based on the
results of testing passenger comprehension of safety information

and performance of emergency procedures, Air Carrier Operations
Handbooks and Bulletins and air carrier inspertor training
programs to include instruction to prepare FAA inspectors to
provide better guidance to airlines when assisting then in

improving the content and presentation of passenger safety
Information to their passengers.

In response to these various suggestions, it should be noted

that no empirical or objective evidence was submitted to the
working group which documented either a passenger fatality or

serious injury which resulted from deficiencies within the
passenger information system. The number of passenger-initiatea

unwarranted evacuations may in fact indicate that additional
passenger training could have a negative effect on overall
passenger safety. Also, we have reported cases of passenger
interference with crew. Perhaps it would be better to address
most of our resources to improvements in crew emergency training.
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-A Mfuoti'vit trig nJ;J:7:lrjers to reaa car:; ,)r Jay ittention to
-jfnnour ,em ( rits if (:Or plex and difficult. Motivating people is
very ,-iffi(-ult and u:ually considered long tr tm. These problems
are also experienced by professional educator!; and trainers when
they seek to motivate p.eople in 'required' classes. People who
have studied motivation regarding safety practices know that one
sure way to motivate people is to show them the consequences of a
failure to follow safety practices. For example, in the case of
encouraging people to wear their seatbelts, states have shown
scenes of anthropomorphic dummies going through windshields and
cars following accidents. In the case of aviation safety,
similar attempts at motivation could consist of pictures of
accident victims, crashes, etc., posted in strategic places at
airport boarding gates or on airplanes. This may result in more
people paying attention to the briefings and briefing cards,
however, the FAA does not believe that the airlines and traveling
poblic would support this approach.

Development of tests and standards to measure comprehension
and performance would be quite difficult and costly. For
example, most of the results would be based on the 'typical'
passenger. It would be necessary to define the typical
passenger, which would be difficult. In addition, there is ample
evidence which indicates that passengers have been able to open
exits and doors in accidents. While they may have difficulty
donning life vests, this could be more of a design deficiency
than lack of education and information.

Passenger information cards are almost too cluttered right
now. Adding pictures of children in brace positions and children
in lifevests would only add to the clutter and possible
confusion. Furthermore, depicting a brace position for children
on cards would be difficult since any protective position varies
according to the size of the child. In any case, in the event of
an anticipated evacuation, there should be ample time for the
flight attendants to show the adult accompanying the child the
correct position. In the event of an unanticipated evacuation,
it is doubtful there will be enough time for the adult to do more
than assume the brace for impact position himself. This may be
the most important thing the adult can do, since it is important
for the adult to survive in order to help the child get out of
the airplane.

In the event of a ditching (anticipated water landing),
there would be ample time for the crewmembers to instruct
children and the adults accompanyinq them in the donning and
wearing of lifevests. In the event if an unanticipated water
landing, the most important thing would be for the adult to get
his/her lifevest on, and then perhaps he/she and other adults
would :e able to hold up the child. The chances of being able to

9assist anyone in donning a lifevest in an unanticipated water
3lnding are minimal unless lifevests which are much easier to don

are developed.

'2%
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Airline.; with operations that me.jy iny dicat e thdt it is
important to aepict infant/child brace jpo:itions or infant/child
procedures for ,ionning and wearing I f[evests are frue to do so
as long as the depiction is accurate.

There is -n air carrier operations bulletin which was
jointly prepared by Flight Standards and the Protection and

Survival Laboratory at CAMI, which provides all the information
available on brace for impact positions.

Development of a program to test the public acceptance of
safety messages at airports should be preceded by considerations
of whether these messages could be placed at airports and who
would pay for them. Again, the single best message to people who
are unmotivated would be to have messages that depict what the
rewards are for following the safety instructions. It might also
be wise to request information from the National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration (NHTSA) about the measurable effect of
their safety messages and which ones were the most effective. It
is quite possible the research has already been done.

In addition to the suggestions regarding the form and
content of passenger safety briefings, a recommendation was made
that the FAA sponsor a government/industry task force open to
foreign participants made up of representatives from, the aircraft
m,-nufacturers, air carrier and commuter operators, researchers,

flight attendants, and consumers to: 1) identify the type of
safety information that is most useful and needed by passengers;
2) identify and develop improved instructional concepts for
conveying the safety information; and 3) recommend appropriate
changes to the operating requirements regarding passenger oral
briefings and information briefing cards.

Furthermore, it was proposed that the FAA amend Part 129 to
include the safety provisions of Subpart T of Part 121 governing
the briefing of passengers, or include these provisions in the
operations specifications issued to foreign air carriers by the
Administrator; and require that approved wording for such
briefings be included in the appropriate flight/operations
manuals of the applicable crewmembers.

The FAA feels that a joint industry-government task force
might be productive if there were specific, objective,
documentable information about the types of problems (as
evidenced by official NTSB accident/incident reports) caused by
passengers not receiving safety information.

Part 129 applies to foreign air carriers operating into the
United States. The FAA has only limited authority over a Part
129 operator. This authority is valid only when operating within
the United States and is limited to certain air traffic
regulations. The FAA does not have any authority over passenger
safety issue:;.
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A suqgestion wau; made to amend the I' Il I iofn:; :;( t hat each

operator ind/or producer of aircraft passentler l iinq material:;
submits a documentary report to the VAA/I'OI containinq
substantive data on the instructional ellectivenoss of the
briefinq material and/or method.

It is the position of the FAA that having the carrier submit

substantive data regarding the effectiveness of its passenger
information system would impose a financial burden on the carrier

that does not appear justified because of the lack of empirical
evidence indicatinq that passenger information systems have
contributed to the death or injury of passengers.

The FAA continues to monitor all aircraft accidents and

incidents to assess possible trends or problem areas. Should a
demonstrable problem occur which the FAA believes could be solved
by addressing the passenger information system, the FAA will take
appropriate action at that time. In the meantime, as state'

above, the FAA is preparing an Advisory Circular that wil I

address passenger information systems, incluainq: the opening of
life preserver pouches, flight attendants or crewmembers
identifying emergency exits, automatically activated oxygen
announcements in new aircraft, approval of briefing cards,
depiction of brace-for-impact positions, pre-landing
announcement, an' presentation of material.

Finally, the National Transportation Safety Board presented

a Safety Study entitled, "Airline Passenger Safety Education: A
Review of Methods Used to Present Safety Information." This is
an extensive report, the details of which were not considered by
the working group. The report contains approximately 14 NTSB

Safety Recommendations pertaining to passenger education and
briefings. These safety recommendations have been sent to the

FAA by the NTSB through the formal NTSB Safety Recommendation
System. The FAA will consider each of the recommendations and
respond to the NTSB through the normal system.

4: F. AIR CARRIER OPERATIONS

I. MINIMUM EQUIPMENT LIST (MEL)

Oojections were raised to the practice of allowing the

dispatch of aircraft with one door inoperative. A proposal was
made calling for the FAA to revoke exemptions allowing aircraft

* to fly more than 50 miles from land without life rafts. Also, a
recommendation was made to change the regulations governing

'-- Master Minimum Equipment Lists (MMELs) for passenger-carrying
aircraft to require that the public address system be operable
from the cockpit and from at least one flight attendant station
-it all times. These amendments should include provisions that

the aircraft may continue the fliqht or series of flights with
j. other portions of the system inoperative for a reasonable number
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of flight hours, but may not depart a station where repairs or
replacements can be made. The Master Minimum Equipment List
provides that an aircraft may operate with the Public Address
System inoperative when the interphone between the cabin and
flight deck is operative and there is an additional system such
as megaphones working. The FAA will continue to monitor
accidents and incidents to determine if there is a problem with
the present MMEL concerning Public Address Systems.

The FAA's Office of Flight Standards is studying the one
door inoperative MEL practice and anticipates providing
additional guidance regarding this matter in the near future.
With respect to the 50 mile exemptions, the FAR being referred to

is Section 121.339. The FAA has not granted an exemption to that
regulation for the removal of liferafts. Deviations to the
liferaft requirement have been authorized provided certain
conditions have been met.

2. BLOCKED SEATS

A comment was made that exemptions to FAR 121.391 (and
allowing fewer flight attendants by blocking seats) may be
improper; seats should be removed rather than blocked; seats next
to inoperable exits should not be occupied by passengers. Others
felt that analysis is needed on evacuation flows with seats
blocked. The FAA recognizes the valid concerns expressed in
these comments. T'he FAA has not recently granted any exemptions
to FAR 121.391 and does not believe it is in the public interest
to do so.

3. TAXIING

A proposal was made that the FAA should stipulate that it is
an unsafe operation of the aircraft for pilots to move the
aircraft before the flight attendants have informed them that the
aircraft is secured (e.g., carry-on baggage and galley items
secured). The FAA is pursuing a regulatory project that will
address this issue.

4. PASSENGER SEATING

A recommendation was made that the IAA should prohibit less
than agile passengers from occupying seats in an exit row, as
well as those seats one row forward and one row aft of exits.
This is a difficult issue from the standpoint of federal
regulatory action in an area of individual human rights. The FAA

ris not in a position to initiate regulatory action in this area.
However, Advisory Circular 120.32 does contain guidelines
regarding the carriage of handicapped passengers.
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5. ALCOHOL

Lecau:ue of the problems in removing intoxicated persons from
the aircraft during evacuations, a recommendation was made that
the FAA suggest to the Air Transport Association that it consider
developing an industry-wide rule on the amount of alcohol served
to passengers. Such a rule would also protect the airlines and
crewmembers from civil and criminal liability in cases where
intoxicated passengers leave the aircraft and cause injury to
others in automobiles. Also, FAR 121.575 prohibits the boarding
or serving of persons who appear to be intoxicated.
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G. ATTENDANCE 1IST

TRAINING AND OPERATIONS WORKING GROUP MEETING

DECEMBER 3-4, 1985

NAME AFFILIATION/ORGANIZATION

Ms. Connie Stevens Association of Professional FLight
Attendants, Homewood, CA

Mr. Dan Smith International Airline Passengers
Association, Dallas, TX

Mr. Thomas L. Anderson B.F. Goodrich, Akron, OH

Mr. Ray Walder International Air Transport
Association, Montreal, Canada

Mr. John Reese Aerospace Industries Association
Washington, DC

Mr. Roger Brooks Air Line Pilots Association
Aurora, CO

Mr. Walt Coleman Air Transport Association
Washington, UC

Ms. Janna Harkrider Union of Flight Attendants
Pasadena, CA

Ms. Barbara Dunn Canadian Airline Flight Attendants

Association, Vancouver, Canada

Mr. Hector Berrera Frontier Airlines, Denver, CO

Mr. Wayne Williams National Transportation Safety
Association, Dania, FL

Mr. Al Hastings Arlington, TX

Ms. Ellen Hill Teamsters Local 2707, Berkeley, CA

Mr. Steve Johnson Flight Engineers Independent
Association, Washington, D.C.

Ms. Karen Lantz Independent Federation of Flight
Attendants, New York, NY

Ms. Terry Singleton Independent Union of Flight
Attendants, Honolulu, HI
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ATTENDANCE LIST (CONT)

_AME AFFILIATION/ORGANIZATION

Captain S. Martin Vanstone International Federation of Air Line
Pilots Association, Vancouver, Canada

Mr. Matt Finucane Association of Flight Attendants

Washington, DC

Ms. Donell Pollard FAA, AAC-119, Oklahoma City, OK

Ms. Marcia Bryars Pacific Southwest Airlines,
San Diego, CA

Mr. Steve Huntley DOT/Transportation System Center,
DTS-45, Cambridge, MA

Mr. Edmond Boullay French Embassy, Washington, DC

Mr. Bill Weeks Air Line Pilots Association
Aurora, CO

Mr. Dan Johnson Interaction Research Corporation
Olympia, WA

Mr. Lawson C. White International Air Transportation
Association, Montreal, Canada

Mr. William H. Shook Douglas Aircraft Company
Long Beach, CA

Ms. Toni F. Ketchell Association of Professional Flight
Attendants, Euless, TX

Mr. George Veryiouglou Boeing Commercial Airplane Company
Seattle, WA

Ms. Joellen M. Thompson Independent Union of Flight

Attendants, El Segundo, CA

Mr. Anthony Adamski Chrysler, Pentastar, Ypsilanti, MI

Mr. H. Beau Altman Chrysler, Pentastar, Olympia, WA

Mr. Ro'ger Vesely Frontier Airlines, Denver, CO

Ms. Allison Johnson Delta Airlines, Atlanta, GA

Mr. Mark Storm Eastern Airlines, Miami, FL

%is. Kay Avery American Airlines, Dallas, TX

Nr. Jim Danaher National Transportation Safety Board
Washington, DC

"6
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ATTENDANCE LIST (CONT)

U. AML AFFI I, IATION/ORGAUJ ZATION

Ms. Nora Marshall National Transportation Safety Board
Washington, DC

Mr. Steven Vincent Association of Flight Attendants
Seattle, WA

Ms. Sandy Noller Pan American World Airways,
Miami, F1

Mr. R.E. Livingston Washington, DC

Captain John Mimpriss Civil Aviation Authority
London, Englana

.1r. £.E. Campbell The Boeing Company, Seattle, WA

emr. Paul Robinson Air Line Pilots Association
Marietta, GA

Mr. W.S. Weeks Air Line Pilots Association
Winston-Salem, NC

Mr. William A. Gill, Jr. Flight Engineers International
Association, Washington, DC

Ms. Isabell Burgess Air Line Pilots Association

Washington, DC

Mr. Ian Goodyear Douglas Aircraft, Long Beach, CA

Mr. Gale Braden FAA, ASF-300, washington, D.C.

Mr. William Hendrix FAA, AVS-2, Washington, D.C.

Mr. Rick Cremer FAA, AFS-200, Washington, D.C.
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V. MAINTENANCE AND RELIABILITY WORKING GROUP

A. INTRODUCTION

Formation of the Maintenance and Reliability Working Group
was announced during the Public Technical Conference and
conference participants were invited to join. Meeting
announcements were sent by the FAA to all parties who expressed
inter.st in the group during the conference and to any additional
parties who wished to participate. The meeting of the Working
Group was open to the public.

The meeting of the group was held December 4 and 5, 1985, in
Washington, D.C. Fred Crenshaw, of the Aircraft Maintenance
Division, FAA, Washington, was Chairman of the meeting. Opening
remarks and an expression of appreciation to all participants
were given by Raymond Ramakis, Manager of the Aircraft
Maintenance Division. Approximately 40 experts in the field of
aircraft design, maintenance, and operation attended. The
attendance list is included at the end of this section.

The agenda issues for the meeting were determined by the
FAA after review of the verbatim transcript of the Public
Technical Conference. The review identified six issues that had
been raised by the public during the conference. These issues
were: Improper Maintenance, Training/Qualifications, Mandatory
Reporting of Malfunctions, Defects, and Failures of Evacuation
Systems, Required Inspection Items (RII), Functional Testing of
Evacuation Systems on the Aircraft, and Inspection Intervals.
Participants at the meeting were provided with an opportunity to
discuss additional issues. The issues that follow and the outcome
of these issues cover all of the issues raised during the Public
Technical Conference pertaining to maintenance and reliability of
evacuation slide and door systems.

Tne discussions during the meeting were held in an informal
round-table manner. Although there was some disagreement among
participants on how the safety measures in response to the issues
should be implemented, the majority of participants did agree
that the basic safety concerns of the issues were valid and that
corrective measures should be considered.

In addition to the information brought out during the
discussions in the meeting, information was submitted by some
parties in writing for the record. The issue summaries below
take into consideration these written submittals, copies of which
are contained in Volume II. The submittals include comments of

* the International Association of Machinists, comments of the
French Civil Aviation Authority, and service information from

. several carriers.
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B. IMPROPER MAINTENANCE

The term "iniprp',r maintenance" a.; r eco'jti . 'eJ by the W ri

Group encompa:;se; field practices; that do not adhere to the
accepted instructionf; or guideline:; e,,;t, blishod for an evauCit ior
device. This includes improper packinq of slides and slide./rafts
by repair facilities and improper installation of slide/rafts on
the aircraft by the operator. It was pointed out that it is a
matter of record that malfunction and failure of equipment due to
improper maintenance has been experienced during actual
emergencies, evacuation demonstrations and functional testing.

It was the consensus of the Working Group that improper
maintenance can be addressed by proper training, current and
adequate procedures, adequate facilities and equipment, and
quality control. The group agreed that all of these should be
addressed in the operator's maintenance program. Also, good
communications between the operator and the manufacturer are
necessary for purposes of training and current maintenance
instructions. The group consensus was that the FAA should
continue to emphasize surveillance and enforcement activities.

The FAA has considered the views and recommendations of th.
Working Group for corrective action and has a project in progress
to develop an advisory circular that will address this issue and
other issues discussed by the Working Group concerning the
maintenance/reliability of aircraft evacuation systems. Those
issues will also be addressed in the Airworthiness Inspector's
lHandbook, which is presently being revised. The draft advisory
circular will be published in the Federal Register for review and
comment by the general public.

C. TRAINING/QUALIFICATIONS

It was recognized by the Working Group that personnel
involved in the inspection, packing and installation of slides on
aircraft should be properly trained and qualified and must always
f'ollow current procedures. The group agreed that initial
training should be received from the slide manufacturer and that
the air carrier should have periodic recurrent training as part
of its program. FAA inspectors should receive hands-on training.
This hands-on training would be an aid for the FAA in monitoring

operator and repair facility maintenance and training programs.

The FAA has considered the views and recommendations of the
Working Group for corrective action and has a project in progress
to develop an advisory circular that will address this issue and
other issues discussed by the Working Group concerning the
maintenance/reliability of aircraft evacuation systems. Those
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issue3 will aI:o tbe addres.;ed in the Airworthiness Inspector's
Handbook, which is presently being revised. The draft advisory
circular will be published in the Federal Register for review and
. ormrent by the jeneral public.

D. MANDATORY REPORTING OF MALFUNCTIONS, DEFECTS AND FAILURES OF
EVACUATION SYSTEMS

Although current regulations require the reporting of
malfunctions, defects, or failures in a number of specific
aircraft components that are critical to the safety of flight,
the regulations do not require such reporting for equipment: items
in the emergency evacuation system. This lack of mandatory
reporting impairs the monitoring of reliability of evacuation
equipment in service. One party believes that the FAA does not
have a sufficient data base to make sound judgments on door
failures in the automatic mode, and the repairs or modifications
required to insure a reliable escape system. The Working Group

Vrecommtended that a system of comprehensive mandatory reporting be
established to provide a basis for equipment reliability
monitoring. This would require reporting by an air carrier under
FAR 121.703, Mechanical Reliability Reports (MRR), and by a
repair facility under FAR 145.63, Reports of Defects or

* Unairworthy Conditions.

It was the consensus of the group that the FAA should
initiate a rule change project to incorporate reporting
requirements that include corrective actions, to provide both the
FAA and the aviation industry with a total picture concerning
problems. Such an action would greatly improve the reliability
of evacuation systems. Even though certain malfunctions are
being reported voluntarily, the MRR system does not reflect the
total picture.

The FAA has considered the views and recommendations of the
Working Group and has established a regulatory project to propose
an amendment to FAR 121.703, Mechanical Reliability Reports
(MRR), to require the reporting of malfunctions, defects and
failures of evacuation systems during demonstrations, testing or
actual emergency situations. It will also require corrective
action documentation. Mandatory reporting of evacuation systems
.iso will be addressed in the advisory circular to be prepared on
the other issues discussed by the group. The proposed regulation
change and the advisory circular will be published in the Federal
Register for public review and comment.
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E. REQUIRED INSPECTION ITEMS

As d i'cus;';,o( under Imiprop)r M, i ti 't ,anco, ttirt, hadve 'te:i
incidents involvinj slide malfinctt imi:; ts:jt, to iilip topet packin,
an( improper in;tal l,.tion of slid,:; on tlhe lit,'ric ft. Fliilir,, ol
a -lide in an erner(jency situation cotild isul t in ()ccutpafnts not
hieing able to evacuate an aircraft.

It was the consensus of the Working Group that for aircraft
in service, there should be assurance that the slides have been
properly packed and properly installed on the aircraft. Two sets
of eyes during these maintenance processes would provide that
assurance. Most members of the group agreed that the most
practical means to accomplish this would be for the manufacturer
to identify in its overhaul manual the critical tasks during the
packing process that could affect proper deployment, and the
critical tasks to be observed during installation of the slide on
the aircraft. All of those tasks should be identified in the air
carrier's manual as RIIs. Some air carriers already designate
critical slide packing tasks and slide installation tasks as RIIs
and others do not. Some believe RIIs should not be considered
for narrow-body airplanes.

The FAA has considered the views and recomrmendations of the
Working Group for corrective action and has a project in progress
to develop an advisory circular that will address this issue and
other issues discussed by the Working Group concerning the
maintenance/reliability of aircraft evacuation systems. Those

* issues will also be addressed in the Airworthiness Inspector's
Handbook which is presently being revised. The draft advisory
circular will be published in the Federal Register for review and
comment by the general public.

F. FUNCTIONAL TESTING OF EVACUATION SYSTEMS ON THE AIRCRAFT
a

The Working Group recognized that functional deployment
testing of the slide on the aircraft would test the total
evacuation system. This would include operation of door systems
with the slide engaged, and slide pack deployment and inflation.
Some carriers believed that functional deployment should not be
considered for narrow body airplanes. Several carriers already
conduct deployment tests on a basis of "each year all slides on
one aircraft of a type." One of these carriers has noted a
considerable improvement in test results since the testing was
begun in 1974.

Proper documentation of functional tests would be necessary
to account for evacuation system reliability. Functional tests
could be accomplished when a slide is due for a shop visit or by
whatever method an operator chooses to include in its program and
is acceptable to the assigned FAA principal maintenance
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inspector. An added benefit to scheduled functional testing
could be in conjunction with hands-on flight attendant training.
This suggestion was presented to the Training and Operations
Workii g Group.

The FAA has considered the views and recommendations for
corrective action of the Maintenance and Reliability Working
Group and has a project in progress to develop an advisory
'ircular that will address this issue and other issues discussed
by the working group concerning the maintenance/reliability of
aircraft evacuation systems. Those issues will also be addressed
in thc Airworthiness Inspector's Handbook, which is presently
being revised. The draft advisory circular will be published in
the Federal Register for review and comment by the general
public.

G. INSPECTION INTERVALS

The manufacturer initially establishes the inspection
intervals for its product. The air carrier incorporates the
evacuation system equipment into its own program and establishes
inspection intervals based on its experience and evaluation, that
are approved by the assigned FAA principal maintenance inspC.cLor.
Air carrier maintenance programs are not all identical and, in
some cases, inspection intervals may not be adequate. One party
pointel out that slides, life rafts and life preservers have been
found to have deteriorated in service to the point of being
inairworthy. This party favors a time-change system of
inspections and tests: slides and slide/rafts every 3 years, life
rafts every 4 years, and life preservers every 5 y-ars.

It was the consensus of the Working Group that when
inspection intervals are considered, the manufacturers with the
operators should determine life limits for materials. Tests
should be established to check for'deterioration, age vs. fabric
integrity, and in-service environmental conditions. It should be
noted that the Design and Certification Working Group also
discussed this issue and concluded that a life limit was not
appropriate. The FAA will consider whether further action is
necessary.

The FAA has considered the views and recommendations of the
Maintenance and Reliability Working Group for corrective action
and has a project in progress to develop an advisory circular
that will address this issue and other issues discussed uy the
working group concerning the maintenance/reliability of aircraft
evacuation systems. Those issues will also be addressed in the
Airworthiness Inspector's Handbook, which is presently being
revised. The draft advisory circular will be published in the
Federal Register for review and comment by the general public.
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I
H. ATTENDANCE LIST

MAINTENANCE AND RELIABILITY WORKING GROUP MEETING

DECEMBER 4-5, 1985

NAME ORGANIZATION

Fred Crenshaw FAA, Washington, D.C.

Fay Ramakis FAA, Washington, D.C.

Winslow Lim FAA, WPFSDO 14

Gary N. Goodwin FAA, AEG, Seattle

Tony Pennybaker FAA, Oklahoma City, OK

Lorraine B. Parker FAA, Washington, D.C.

Angelo R. Mastrullo FAA, Washington, D.C.

Thomas L. Anderson B.F. Goodrich

Akron, Ohio

Ray Rough UK (CAA)
Redhill Surrey, UK

Edmond Boullay French Embassy
Washington, D.C.

David Lockman Piedmont AL
Winston-Salem, NC

Ramesh Lutchmedial BWIA,
Trinidad, West Indies

Fred Imobersteg SWR, Switzerland

Huub Versteegen KLM
The Netherlands

Gene Drescher IAM, Minneapolis, MN

Frank V. Celona IAM, Washington, D.C.

George Puccia IAM, Washington, D.C.

William Patterson IAM, Denver, CO

Gale Braden FAA, ASF-300
Washington, D.C.
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NAME 0UI.,AN I 7,ATI ON

Tom Yoder IAM, 1.:hij iton , I)..
John Colia IAM,Iozo; ton, MA

1ob Turcotte lAM, loston, MA

Sam Evans World Airways
Oakland, CA

Eller. Hill IBT-JCF/AU
Oakland, CA

Don Gonder FAA, ANM-103
Seattle, WA

Jerry Morrow NTSB, TE-10

Washington, D.C.

Matt McCormick NTSB, TE-10
Washington, D.C.

Capt. Paul Robinson ALPA ASF
Marietta, GA

Ian Goodyear Douglas
.. Lakewood, CA

U.B. Nocholson Boeing Co.
Seattle, WA

G. Veryioglou Boeing Co.
Seattle, WA

tI.H. Duffey American AL

Tulsa, UJK

Vern Ballenger ATA, Washington, D.C.

W.H. Beebe Delta AL
Atlanta Int'l. Airport

John P. Reese Aerospace Ind.
Washington, D.C.

Glen C. Sanders TWA-IAM
Kansas City, MO

Dick Nelson FAA, AWS-120
Washington, D.C.
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MAINTENANCE AND RELIABILITY 
WORKING GROUP MEETING

DECEMBER 5, 1985

ATTENDANCE LIST

ORGAN I ZATIONNAME_______

S.M. VaristofQ 
IFALPA
Vancouver, B.C.

IFFA Joint Council

Faren Lantz of Flight Attendant
Unions
New York, NY

1.enri Branting 
FAA, Washington, D.C.

vobert Dodd 
ALPA, Washington, D.C.

1sabel Burgess 
ALPA, Washington, D.C.

vobert V. Dann 
Pan Am, HQ11. 19-JFK
Jamaica, NY
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VI. SUMMARY AND VIEW TO TIlE FUTURE

The program of theo Emergency I.vacua t ion 'Trsk Force received
wide public support nd participation. It ot;:;emblod many of the
world's top experts in aviation safety for an assessment of

* existing regulations. The program brought issues under close
public scrutiny in light of service experience for the first time
since the adoption of a number of principal regulations on

evacuation. The FAA is responding without delay to many of the
* findings and recommendations of the task force and to the

information brought out during the activities. Numerous actions,
both regulatory and non-regulatory, are being initiated by the
' AA.

Several of these actions represent major long term
improvements in the desiqn, operation, and maintenance of air
carrier transport airplanes. A detailed list of actions being
taken by the FAA, including time frames, follows this section.

One of the major issues considered by the task force was
that of escape path distance (seat-to-exit or exit-to-exit
distance). This concerns the distance evacuees must traverse to
reach an exit in an emergency. As a result of the task force,
the FAA is moving ahead with regulatory action to establish a
safe and practical limit on escape path distance.

The maintenance and reliability of emergency exit and escape

slide systems was dealt with on a comprehensive basis by
addressing the training and qualification of maintenance

personnel, inspection requirements, functional testing, and the
mandatory reporting of service difficulties. The FAA has

initiated regulatory and advisory material on this critical
matter. The mandatory reporting will provide a new data base and
insight into equipment reliability and establish the foundation
for long term improvements.

The requirements pertaining to full-scale emergency
ovacuation demonstrations were reassessed from the standpoint of
airplane design and certification and the standpoint of crew
training and procedures. The FAA is developing regulatory and
advisory material to incorporate an increased realism in the
simulated emergency conditions of an evacuation demonstration and
to resolve matters of regulatory intent.

The drive toward increaseo passenger safety made a major
advance through the Emergency Evacuation Task Force. Crash
impact structural protection and post-crash fire protection are

technical areas which, together with emergency evacuation,
greatly increase the chances of occupants surviving a crash
landing. The FAA currently is preparing to issue proposed
regulations to increase passenger seat strength and new fire
resistance standards for cabin interior materials.
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The future of transport airplane designs will bring new
evacuation system configurations and new materials of
construction, and most likely new challenges in seeing these vis-
a-vis the "accident scenario." Clearly, the FAA has
demonstrated a willing responsiveness to the critical issues
raised by the pLblic in the Emergency Evacuation Task Force and
will continue to respond in the future in a prudent manner as new
iss'ues of safety arise.
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VII. FAA ACTIONS ON ISSUES

The FAA actions outlined below are categorized according to

working group subject area. Several actions take into
consideration the discussions and resolutions of more than one
group. For example, the issue of emergency evacuation

* demonstrations was a major issue for both Design and
Certification, and Training and Operations. The actions in this
case have been assigned to a single FAA office. For the time
frames specified below, Short Term implies approximately six

months, Mid Term implies approximately one year, and Long Term
implies approximately eighteen months. Within these specified

*. time periods, detailed drafts of the proposals will be prepared
and forwarded to FAA headquarters for final review and action
prior to issuance. The proposal documents will become available

* to the public for review and comment upon issuance.

A. DESIGN AND CERTIFICATION

Exits

Distance to Exits: Prepare an NPRM to establish a

maximum distance between exits. Short Term.

Type III Exits: Prepare NPRMs for FARs 25 and 121 to
improve access to Type III exits. Mid Term.

Exit Rating: Review and prepare proposals to revise,
as necessary, the FAR 25 exit rating criteria. Long
Te rm.

Uniform Distribution: Prepare an Advisory Circular
proposal to provide a better definition of what uniform
distribution means. Mid Term.

Exit Cross-Aisles: Prepare an Advisory Circular to
clarify FAR 25.807(a)(7)(v). Long Term.

Evacuation Demonstrations

Use of 50% of Available Exits: Review criteria on how
to select 50% of available exits for use in a
demonstration and prepare an FAR 25 NPRM if
appropriate. If the FAR 25 rule change is promulgated,
prepare an Advisory Circular proposal on means of

" compliance. Long Term.

* Flight Deck Crew: Prepare an NPRM for FAR 25 and 121
to prohibit assigning specific duties to the flight
deck during the evacuation demonstration. Crew
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Training for use in E'vacuit ii, Dolmon:A-i -it ion!-: 1,I itjhL
Standards will work with the ofr ice as;igned to write
the Advisory Circular on Evacuation )emonstration in
the preparation of the Crewember Training section.
Long Term.

Age Limits: Prepare an FAR 25 NPRM to eliminate the

use of persons less than 18 or more than 60 years old.
Long Term.

Analysis vs. Demonstration: Prepare a policy letter on

use of analysis in lieu of an evacuation demonstration
(Short Term) and an Advisory Circular (AC) on
substantiation necessary for analysis. Long Term.

Evacuation Demonstration: Prepare a proposal to add to

the Crashworthiness Handbook how to conduct an
evacuation demonstration and add the following

information: Mid Term.

a. prohibit use of flight deck crews
b how to position flight attendants

c. persons prohibited from participating

d. random seat selection

e. informed consent

f. passenger mix criteria
g. define a regularly scheduled line crew
h. define the use of carry-on baggage, pillows, etc.

Latin Square Method: Prepare a proposal to incorporate

in the Crashworthiness Handbook, information on the use
of the Latin Square method for analyzing non-standard
exit arrangements. Mid Term.

Lighting Standards

Floor Proximity Lighting: Prepare a proposal to revise

AC 25.812 within one year to clarify what the phrase
"identify the escape path and exit" and to include

general system guidelines that have been approved. Mid
Term.

N Flight Attendant Seating

Revision of AC 25.785-1: Prepare a proposed revision
.to AC 25.785-1 to emphasize a lateral head strike safe

zone for flight attendant seating. Review the AC with
respect to double occupant flight attendant seats and
minimum distance between an aft facing flight attendant
and the forward facing passenger. Prepare a proposal
to revise AC 25.785-1, if appropriate. Long Term.
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Flight Attendant Restraint Systems: Prtepare an AC to
provide guidance on the proper installation of seat and
shoulder belts. Mid Term.

Galley Mounted Seats: Request that the flight
attendant associations assist the FAA in collecting
data on galley mounted seat installations. Data will
be used to determine what corrective action is
necessary. Long Term.

Specific Design Features

Exit Marking: Prepare an FAR 25 NPRM to allow the
illumination option for other than Type A and I exit
handles. Short Ter-.

PA System: Prepare an FAR 25 NPRM to require a deadman
switch on the public address system handsets. This will
parallel the independently powered PA system proposal

currently being promulgated. Mid Term.

Quick Release Girts: Prepare an FAR 25 NPRM to require
quick release girts on slides. Long Term.

'a7

TSO Changes

TSO C69a: Prepare a proposal to revise the TSO to
require quick-detach girts to facilitate use of escape
slides as emergency flotation devices. The proposal
also would revise the TSO to reduce slide inflation
time, increase tear and puncture resistance, add
hydrolysis test, and revise the slide raft back support
requirement. Prepare an FAR 25 NPRM to parallel the
TSO slide inflation time revision. Mid Term.

B. TRAINING AND OPERATIONS

Crewmember Emergency Training: Appropriate action to
be determined.

Equipment Issues: Subject to flight attendant training
on the use of slides and slide/rafts, will be addressed
in the FAA proposed flight attendant training advisory
circular.

Adequacy of Passenger Briefings: Passenger briefing
Advisory Circular 121-24 is being rewritten. Short
rerm. New NTSB recommendations (A-85-93 through

A-85-104) also pertain to this subject. No regulatory
action is planned.
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Standardization of Emergency Equipment on a Carrier
Fleet: Appropriate action to be determined. No
regulatory action planned.

Carry-on Baggage: Regulatory project in progress.

Flight Attendant Duty Time: Regulatory project in

progress.

Flight Attendants on the Aircraft During Deplaning,
Boarding, and While Parked: Regulatory project in
progress.

Inoperative Doors/Slides and MEL Compliance:
Appropriate action to be determined.

C. MAINTENANCE AND RELIABILITY

Maintenance and Reliability of Exit/Slide Systems:
Draft an advisory circular to address the following
issues considered by the working group (Short Term):
improper maintenance; training and qualifications
necessary for slide maintenance; teporcing of
malfunctions, defects and failures of evacuation
equipment; required inspection items (RIIs) for packing

of slides and installation on the aircraft; functional
testing of evacuation systems on the aircraft; and,
inspection intervals.

Reporting of Service Difficulties: Draft an NPRM to
revise Section 121.703, Mechanical Reliability Reports,
to include reporting of malfunctions, failures, and
defects of emergency equipment. Short Term.
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APPENDIX

ATTENDANCE LIST

'A EMERGENCY EVACUATION OF TRANSPORT AIRPLANES

PUBLIC TECHNICAL CONFERENCE

SEPTEMBER 3-6, 1985

-asahid Akiyama Barbara Atherton
uperations Engineering Assistant Manager,
Systems Flight Attendant Standards
Japan Airlines and Training
c/o P.O. Box 3707 Western Airlines
M/S OC-91 6060 Avion Drive

Seattle, WA 98124 Los Angeles, CA 90045

Maurice Alexander Kay Avery
Australian Flight Administrator, Flight Service
Attendants Association Emergency Training/Procedures
132 Aloert Road, American Airlines
South lelbourne 3205 Fort Worth, TX
Victoria, Australia

Alan E. Baird

Doug Anderson Manager, Flight Attendant
Attorney Training
Federal Aviation Northwest Orient Airlines
Administration Minneapolis-St.Paul
17900 Pacific Highway South, International Airport
C-68966 Minneapolis, MN 55111

Seattle, WA 98168
Vern Ballenger

John Anderson Director, Engineering and
Director Maintenance
Pyro Air Technology Air Transport Association
4138-148th Ave NE 1709 New York Avenue, N.W.
Redmond, WS 98052 Washington, D.C. 20006

Thomas L. Anderson Bill Baragar

B.F. Goodrich Manager, Congressional
300 South Main Street Affairs
Akron, Ohio 44318 Boeing

1700 N. Moore

Jay Anema Rosslyn, VA
Engineering Manager
Boeing Commercial Airplane
Company
P.O. Box 3707, M/S 74-34
Seattle, WA 98124
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'-alter Barr Carolle Barlow

Systems Engineer Chairperson, Health and

Transamerica Airlines Safety

P.O. Box 2504 Independent Union of Flight

Oakland International Attendants
Oakland, CA 94614 9 Thornberry Street

Winchester, MA 01690
fiector Barrera
Manager, Flight Attendant Robert W. Blake

Training and Procedures Senior Associate
Frontier Airlines PFC Aviation

8250 Smith Road (DEN-DA) 900 Warren Ave North

De nve r, CO 80207 Seattle, WA 98109

Brian Barron Anthony Bonanno
TV Correspondent Supervisor, Mech./Env. and
615C TV Crashworthiness Sect.,
21)30 I Street, N.w. ANM-130L
W.ishington, D.C. 20036 Federal Aviation

Administration

Martin Bell Los Angeles Aircraft
B'3C TV Certification Office
2930 M Street, N.W. 4344 Donald Douglas Drive
Washington, D.C. 20036 Long Beach, CA 903b8

Wanda C. Bender Jim Bowen
Teamsters Executive Vice President
2944 Eastman Avenue of Operations
Oakland, CA 94619 Apeiron Technology

P.O. Box 632

Martin Berman El Segundo, CA 90245
BBC
2030 1 Street, N.W. Jim Bowen

Washington, D.C. 20036 Weber Aircraft
2820 Ontario Street

Claudio Bertolla Burbank, CA 91510

General Manager,
Aircraft Evaluation Systems Gale Braden

B.F. Goodrich Federal Aviation
500 South Main Street Administration

Akron, OH 44318 Office of Aviation Safety

800 Independence Avenue, S.W.

Vern Bess Washington, D.C. 20591
Engineering Specialist
Piedmont Airlines E. Brady
P.O. Box 2720 Airline Passenger

. inston-Salem, N.C. 27156 7216-26th NE
Seattle, WA 98115

Jean-Claude Blachere
A;afety Advisor Henri Branting

S.N.P.N.C. Aerospace Engineer
(French Cabin Crew Federal Aviation

Association) Administration
6, RUE Caroline 800 Independence Avenue, S.W.
Paris, France Washington, D.C. 20591
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Roger Brooks William T. lsr,_-nran
Chairman, Acting Dir, ctor, Office of
Accident Survival Committee Flight OperAtions
Air Line Pilots Association Federal Aviation
Denver Field Office Administration
895 South Colorado Boulevard 800 Independence Avenue, S.W,

Denver, CO 80222 Washington, D.C. 20591

Gabe Bruno Xavier Champion
Assistant Manager, DGAC
Safety Regulations Division Representing the European
Federal Aviation Airworthiness Authorities
Administration Steering Committee (JAR)
800 Independence Avenue, S.W. 93 Boulevard du Montparnasse
Washington, D.C. 20591 75270

Paris CEDEX 06 France
E.J. (Ted) Buxton
3enior Airworthiness Engineer Peng Chan

Lockheed-California Company Safety Coordinator

Burbank, CA 91520 Canadian Pacific Airlines
(CP AIR)

Spencer E.R. Buxton One Grant McConachie Way
Aviation Safety Inspector Vancouver International

Federal Aviation Airport

Administration British Columbia

800 Independence Avenue, S.W. Canada V7B lvi
Washington, D.C. 20591

R.J. Christie

Ernest E. Campbell Principal Design Surveyor
-upervisor of Flight Technical Representing the European
Boeing Commercial Airworthiness Authorities
Airplane Company Steering Committee (JAR)
P.O. Box 3707, M/S 2T-70 Brabazon House
Seattle, WA 98124-2207 Redhill

Surrey RHI ISQ
Jean Casciano England
Technical Publications
Writer-Editor Allan J. Clark

Federal Aviation Regional Manager

Administration Canadian Aviation

800 Independence Avenue, S.W. Safety Board

Washington, D.C. 20591 800 Barrard Street
Vancouver, B.C.

Edward S. Chalpin Canada

Aerospace Engineer

Federal Aviation Peter Cleaveland

Administration Radio Correspondent

Los Angeles Aircraft ABC News

Certification Office 900 Front Street
4344 Donald Douglas Drive San Francisco, CA 94111-1450
Long Beach, CA 90808
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Walter S. Coleman Dow;I.i:; R. Clifford
Director - Operations Chief 1n:iline , - Airworthiness

Air Transport Association andI Product Assurance
1709 New York Avenue, N.W. Boeinq Commercial
I ashinqton, D.C. 20006 Airplane Company

P.O. Box 3707, M/S 6A-31

I rank Connell Seattle, WA 98124-2207
General Training
Services Manager Donna Dann
United Airlines Manager
Flight Training Center South Bay Travel
Stapleton International 577 Main Street
Airport Islip, NY 11751
Denver, CO 80207

Chilha Defreitas
Peter Cowling Training Officer - Fliqht
Airworthiness Engineer, Attendants
Systems British West Indian
Transport Canada - Air Airways International
Cttawa, Ontario PIARCO Airport
KIA ON8 P.O. Box 604

Trinidad, West Indies
Rick Cremer
Acting Manager, Frederic Diamona
Air Carrier Branch President
Federal Aviation Apeiron Technology
Administration P.O. Box 632
800 Independence Avenue, S.W. El Segundo, CA 90245
washington, D.C. 20591

Wolfgang Didszuhn
C.B. Cross Manager,
Piedmont Airlines Office of Airworthiness
P.O. Box 2720 Airbus Industrie
Winston-Salem, N.C. 27156 BP33

31707 Blagnac

Avril Dale France
Co-Chairman,
Health and Safety Earl E. Dix
Independent Union of Vice President
Flight Attendants and General Manager
76 Wheatlands Air Cruisers
Heston, Middlesex P.O. Box 180
United Kingdom Belmar, NJ 07719

Robert Dann Robert Dodd
Senior Aircraft Engineer Staff Engineer
Pan Am Airways Air Line Pilots Association
JFK International Airport P.O. Box 1169
HGR 19, Rm. C2108 535 Herndon Parkway
Jamaica, NY 11430 Herndon, VA 22070-1L69
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Ken Dtummond Toru Domoto
Emergency Procedures Engineering Representative
Air New Zealand Japan Airlines
c/o Private Bag c/o Boeing Commercial
Auckland, New Zealand Airplane Company

P.O. Box 3707
Ken DunkleySeattle, WA 98124
Senior Aircraft
Systems Engineer Jeanne Elliott
Qantas Airways Training -P.O. Box 3707 Emergency Procedures
Seattle, WA 98124 Republic Airlines

16215 SE 31st St.Barbara Dunn Bellevue, WA 98008

National Health 
and

Safety Chairperson Don Erchinger
Canadian Airline Flight Self-Employed
Attendants Association P.O. Box 68190
860 1200 West 73rd Avenue Seattle, WA 98168
Vancouver, B.B.
Canada Sam Evans

Lead Mechanic
Fred Duvall World Airways
Federal Aviation 1100 Airport Road
Administration Oakland, CA 94614
Aircraft Evaluation Group,
ANM-270S Gus Fanjul
17900 Pacific Highway South, Chief Engineer
C-68966 Switlik Parachute Co., Inc,
Seattle, WA 98168 1325 East State Street

Barry L. Eberhardt Trenton, NJ 08607
Unit Chief - New Airplane Helena (Jinx) Farquharson
Program Flight Attendant-IUFA-Health
Boeing Commercial and Safety
Airplane Company Pan American Airways
P.O. Box 3707, M/S 79-97 London Heathrow

England
Arnold E. Ebneter
Manager, John Feil
Everett Product Safety Director, Safety
Boeing Commercial American Airlines
Airplane Company Dallas-Fort Worth, TX
P.O. Box 3707, M/S OL-02

Jane Fine
E. Tazewell Ellet Piedmont Airlines
Chief Counsel, AGC-I P.O. Box 2720
Federal Aviation Winston-Salem, N.C. 27156
Administration
Office of the Chief Counsel Terry Finn
800 Independence Avenue, S.W. United Press International
Washington, D.C. 20591 6th and Wall

Seattle, WA 98111
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J. Roger Fleming Richard and
Sr. 'lice President - Jacquelyn Fitzgerald
Technical Services Section Manager,
Air Transport Association Performance Evaluation

1709 New York Avenue, N.W. Logicon
Wa'hington, D.c. 20006 4379 Americina Drive, #102

Annandale, VA 22003
Gerald A. Florence
Engineer/Payloads/FAA DER John 1, Gamle
Boeing Commercial Boein ublic Relatiors
Airplane Company Boein,, Commercial
P.O. Box 3707 Airplane Company
Seattle, WA 98124 M/S 75-08

P.O. box 3707
Charles R. Foster Seattle, WA 98124
Director,
Northwest Mountain Region Jeff Gardlin
Federal Aviation Seattle Aircraft
Administration Certification Office
17900 Pacific Highway South, Federal Aviation
C-68966 Administration
Seattle, WA 98168 17900 Pacific Highway South,

C-68966
Sherry Foye Seattle, WA 98168
Pacific Southwest Airlines
9850 Carroll Canyon Road Captain R. Gee
San Diego, CA 92131 Australian International

Pilots Association
Francesco Friscia Qantas Airways
Flight Operations Engineer

Alitalia Gary Goodwin
Rome-Fiumicino Leonardo Federal Aviation
Da Vinci Airport Administration
FCOOPAZ Aircraft Evaluation Group,

ANM-270S
Nobumasa Fukushima 17900 Pacific Highway South,
Chief Airworthiness Engineer C-68966
Operation and Seattle, WA 98168
Safety Department
Osaka Civil Aviation Bureau Ian Goodyear
Ministry of Transport Staff Engineer
2-2-2 Kuko, Ikeda Osaka Douglas Aircraft

Lakewood Blvd.
Wayne Gallimore Long Beach, CA
Union Representative
IAM Barry Gosnold
1511 Rollins Road British Airways
Burlingame, CA 94010 P.O. Box 10

Heathrow Airport
London TW6-2JA
England
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Dave Grossman Reginald D. Grantham
Aerospace Engineer Manager, Flight Test
Federal Aviation Boeing Commercial
Administration Airplane Company
Denver Aircraft P.O. Box 370-
Certification Office Seattle, WA 98124-2207
10455 East 25th Avenue
Aurora, CO 80010 Robert Grevenberg

BBC
John F. (Jack) Gucker 2030 M Str et
Director of Engineering - Washington, D.C. 20036
Everett Division
Boeing Commercial J.A. Heard
Airplane Company Manager of Aircraft Acceptance
P.O. Box 3707, M/S 08-16 Trans World Airlines
Seattle, WA 98124-2207 P.O. Box 3707 M,'S OC-88

Seattle, WA 98124
Toby Gursanscky
First Officer Gordon A. Helm
Australian International Director Operations
Pilots Association Engineering
Qantas Airways LTD Air Canada
Sydney, Australia 2000 Air Canada Base 15

Montreal International
Richard Hall Airport
British Airline Dorval Quebec H4Y 1C2
Pilots Association
Lambs Farm Keith Henderson
Lambs Farm Road Soundman
Horsham, West Suffex Canadian Broadcasting
RHI24BS, England Corporation

100 Carleton
Janna Harkrider Toronto, Ontario
Health and Safety Chairman Canada
Union of Flight Attendants,
Local No. 1 Henk Hendriks
8639 Lincoln Blvd., KLM Royal Dutch Airlines
Suite 200 AMSOS
Los Angeles, CA 90045 P.O. Box 7700

1117ZL Schiphol Airport
Dave Harrington The Netherlands
Air Transportation Division,
AFO-200 Glen Henson
Federal Aviation Manager,
Administration Northwest Sales District
800 Independence Avenue, S.W. Midland-Ross Corporation
Washington, D.C. 20591 Grimes Division

538 Industry Drive
A.F. (Al) Hastings Seattle, WA 98188
Captain - AAL
Allied Pilots Association

1 2621 Avenue "E" East
Arlington, TX 76011
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Hays Hettinger Rene I. Herbert
Regional Counsel Fedc raL Secretary
Federal Aviation Australian International
Administration Cabin Crew Associition
17900 Pacific Highway South, Suite 2, 6th Floor,
C-68966 Labor COUnCil Building
Seattle, WA 98168 377-383 Sussex Street
D a HSydney N.S.W. 2000
Douglas H{ill

Senior Engineer Dave :!: ton
Eastern Airlines Seattle Aircraft
Miami International Airport - Certification Office
MIAEF Federal Aviation
Miami, FL 33148 Administration

17900 Pacific Highway South,
Ellen Hill C-68966
Teamsters Local 2707 Seattle, WA 98168
1126 Euclid
Berkeley, CA 94708 Dale Istwan

Captain
Rolan D. Hintzman Air Line Pilots Association
Senior Project Engineer 1620 Horseshoe Ridge
PICO Inc., A Subsidiary of Chesterfield, MO 63017
B.F. Goodrich
4208 Russell Road Frederick Jenkins
Lynnwood, WA 98037 Aerospace Engineer,

Systems Branch
Hideo Hiramoto Federal Aviation
Engineer Representative Administration
Japan Air Lines Los Angeles Aircraft
22717 Lakeview Drive, #A10 Certification Office
Mountlake Terrace, WA 98043 4344 Donald Douglas Drive

Long Beach, CA 90808
Don Hitzfield
General Manager Gail Jenkins
California Inflatables 3124 SW 169th
2521 Loma Avenue Seattle, WA 98166
South El Monte, CA 91733

John E. Allen
Kathleen Holland Attorney
Direct'r of Aviation Sales Boeing Commercial
Switlik Parachute Co., Inc. Airplane Company
1325 East State Street P.O. Box 3707, M/S 76-52
P.O. Box 1328 Seattle, WA 98124
Trenton, N.J. 08607

Allison Johnson
Thomas Imrich Coordinator -
Assistant Manager, Special Projects
-light Standards Division Delta Airlines
Federal Aviation Atlanta Airport
Administration Atlanta, GA 30230
17900 Pacific Highway South,
C-68966
Seattle, WA 98168
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Vernon T. Judkins Robert T. Johnson
Attorney Aeronautics Consultant
Drutch, Lindell, Judkins Service
1500 IBM Building 8024D-53rd West
Seattle, WA Mukilteo, WA 98275

Morris Karp Steve Johnson
Producer Vice President
Canadian Broadcasting Flight Engineers
Corporation Internatio -il Association
100 Carleton 905 16th Street, N.W.
Toronto, Ontario Washington, D.C. 20006

, CandaCRichard Joylson

Leroy Keith Program Manager
Manager, FAA Technical Center
Aircraft Certification Atlantic City Airport,
Division N.J. 08405
Federal Aviation
Administration Mary King
17900 Pacific Highway South, Manager of Inflight
C-68966 Service Training
Seattle, WA 98168 Repubilc Airlines

Hart Field
Esther Kelly Atlanta International Airport
Boeing Engineer 1000 Innerloop Road
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